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Definition list 
 
Small and medium enterprise 
This report uses the Dutch definition of an SME. In the Netherlands, an SME consist of ten to fifty 
(small) or fifty to two hundred fifty (medium) employees (Ministerie van economische zaken en 
klimaat, 2021). This report focuses on the small companies within the SME statement. 

Normative level management  
Normative level management refers to: “Questions of vision and mission of a company and of the 
fit between sustainability engagement and organizational culture are in focus of the normative 
management level.” (Rupert J Baumgartner, 2014). 
 
Strategic level management 
Strategic level management refers to: “Developing an effective corporate sustainability strategy is 
part of the strategic level.” (Rupert J Baumgartner, 2014). 
 
Operational level management 
Operational level management refers to: The implementation of the sustainability strategy in the 
different corporate functions is part of the operational level.” (Rupert J Baumgartner, 2014).  
 
Sustainable development  
Sustainable development is development by humanity within the biosphere’s boundaries (the 
capacity to absorb the effects of human activities). Following the (Karl-Henrik Robèrt et al., 2013)  
principles of sustainability: “operational sustainability principles would aim to eliminate our 
contribution to … :  

• … systematic increases in concentrations of substances from the earth's crust,  
• … systematic increases in concentrations of substances produced by society,  
• … systematically physical degradation of nature,  
• … conditions that systematically undermine people’s capacity to meet their needs”.  

 

Corporate mission  
This report uses the following definition of corporate mission: reason why the company exists  

Corporate vision 
This report uses the following definition of corporate vision: A long term goal of the company   
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Summary 
The importance of sustainable development within companies is widely acknowledged in the 
literature and legislative institutions (Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2001; United 
Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 1987). However, most research is focused on 
large corporations and multinationals for regulations, systems and methods. Small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) get less focus within literature and legislation. As SMEs are often intertwined 
with multinationals as partners, further research on the applicability of sustainable development 
to SMEs is of interest.  
 
Themans hang & sluitwerk BV is a small design and dealership company of door fitting products 
within the Dutch business-to-business (B2B) door fitting market. Due to changes within the market 
and internal motivation stated by the managing director, they are trying to incorporate sustainable 
development within their company. This thesis project examines the possibility for Themans to 
include sustainable development within their company. Aiming to obtain a normative and strategic 
level management framework to obtain sustainable development for Themans hang & sluitwerk 
BV. This framework allows Themans employees. Additionally, this thesis report researches the 
applicability of the developed framework for similar small and medium enterprises. 
 
The analysis of the corporation Themans and its context, together with the literature study, 
identified the requirements necessary to obtain sustainable development for an SME. This analysis 
with the list of requirements resulted in a  framework aiming to accomplish the triple bottom line 
divided ecological, social and economic success goals for the company and including life cycle 
thinking within the company.  
 
The seven phases of the framework are: project team formulation, preparation, strategy 
formulation, execute actions, evaluate actions, decide, and communicate. The framework's 
normative and strategic parts, the project team formulation, preparation, and strategy formulation, 
were implemented at Themans via workshops and brainstorming sessions to identify possible 
alternations required for execution by Themans employees.  
 
These multiple sessions resulted in a collaboratively established sustainable development mission 
and vision. Moreover, a set of one-hundred-and-forty-five sustainable development actions were 
collaboratively formulated. Twenty actions could be discarded from the one-hundred-and-forty-
five actions since they provide an increased risk for the company. Eighteen other actions were 
identified and labelled as risky since they potentially provide a risk for the company.  
The developed framework applies to other SMEs, provided they comply with specific requirements 
such as B2B, circular economy tech cycle products, and more.   
 
The course of the assignment and the reorganisation at Themans provided difficulties for finishing 
the prioritisation of the framework. Therefore, the resulting one-hundred-twenty-five actions 
require further prioritisation. The thesis ends with the recommendation to execute the seven steps 
of the framework in its completeness by Themans with full dedication to give their corporate 
transition towards sustainable development a head start.    
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Chapter 1 Introduction  
The importance of sustainable development is widely acknowledged within literature, 
corporations, and politics. For example, current developments in sustainability principles provide 
an increased corporate responsibility. New regulations (for example, the ‘Corporate Sustainability 
Due Diligence Directive’ (CSDD) (Justice and Consumers, 2022)) provide a necessity for an expanded 
corporate paradigm on its activities and product development to cope with the accompanying 
required corporate transition toward a sustainable corporation. 
However, most legislations and literature reports focus on large companies and multinationals. 
Themans hang & Sluitwerk BV is a small design and dealership company of door fitting products 
within the business-to-business (B2B) door fitting market. Due to changes within the market and 
internal motivation stated by the managing director, they search for guidance to incorporate 
sustainable development. This chapter provides the project's research plan and introduces the case 
company, Themans hang & Sluitwerk BV.  
 

1.1 Research plan 
This section consists of the research question and the scope and planning of the research.    
 

1.1.1 research question  
The initial goal of this project was to solve a specific packaging sustainability problem which aimed 
to replace a single-use plastic bag holding the mounting kit (set of different sized bolts) of a door-
fitting product-packaging combination by a more sustainable alternative. This sustainable 
packaging solution project would provide a narrow-scoped solution for the unsustainable 
development problem of the company. Refining the problem statement showed a lack of 
sustainable development strategy to tackle the broad-scoped unsustainable development problem 
within the company.  
The project's goal, therefore, shifted to providing a normative and strategic level management 
framework to obtain sustainable development within the company.  
Normative and strategic level management refers to: “Questions of vision and mission of a company 
and of the fit between sustainability engagement and organizational culture are in focus of the 
normative management level. Developing an effective corporate sustainability strategy is part of 
the strategic level. The implementation of the sustainability strategy in the different corporate 
functions is part of the operational level.” (Rupert J Baumgartner, 2014).  
 
Next to Themans Hang & Sluitwerk BV's transition to sustainable development, the potential 
application of the framework for SME companies, in general, is researched. This project thus aims 
to answer the following two research questions:  
 

Primary research question: How can Themans hang & Sluitwerk BV evolve to become a 
sustainably developing company? 

 
 

Secondary research question: How does the Themans hang & Sluitwerk BV corporate transition 
process towards sustainable development apply to other small and medium enterprises 

(SMEs)? 
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1.1.2 Scope and planning  
The sustainable development level of the case company was at level zero at the start of the project. 
Level zero means no sustainability knowledge nor initiatives taken within the company concerning 
sustainability, next to this master thesis project. This project provides an introduction to the topic 
of sustainable development.  
The project's scope is broad due to the width of the topic of sustainable development. Next to 
ecological sustainability, social and economic sustainability are incorporated.  
The project provides a normative and strategic management level framework. It, therefore, 
identifies the sustainable development interpretation of the case company and facilitates the 
strategy formulation for sustainable development incorporation within the company. It does not 
facilitate the implementation of the strategy in corporate structures.   
 
The planning of the thesis project consists of four segments (Figure 1) 
 

 
Figure 1 divergence, convergence planning master thesis project 
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1.2 Introduction case company: Themans hang & 
Sluitwerk BV  
This section introduces the company Themans by elaborating on its characteristics and its context. 
The section consists of:  

• The history of Themans (section 1.2.1) 
• the market and supply chain conditions (section 1.2.2) 
• the product portfolio (section 1.2.3) 
• the current sustainable development state (section 1.2.4) 

1.2.1 History of Themans 
The case company Themans hang & Sluitwerk BV (further referred to as Themans) originated in 
1928 as a business-to-business (B2B) dealer of high-quality door-fitting products. Door fittings is an 
umbrella term indicating all aspects surrounding the in-place keeping and locking of a door or 
window.  
In 2006 the company evolved into a dealer & design company incorporating two own brands; S2 
and ANSA, to the company (Themans hang & sluitwerk BV, 2019). Including two own brands 
required: inclusion of an internal R&D department, alternations to the purchasing department, and 
additional production partners.  
 
In 2020, Themans included an internal assembly line in its corporate structure. Adding the assembly 
line reinsures the company's flexibility, allowing it to define the final product form at the last 
moment within the manufacturing process, which is an essential aspect of its strategy.  
Including the internal assembly line addition of 2020, Themans counts around twenty employees 
(Table 1), classifying Themans as an SME in the Netherlands. The small size and structure of the 
company contribute to flexibility due to the short communication lines and quick corporate actions. 
 
Themans is a daughter company of the umbrella company Nauta. The relationship with the 
umbrella company allows some functions required for Themans functioning to be executed 
externally by Nauta; human research, marketing, and data analysis.  
 
 
Table 1 Corporate overview Themans 
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1.2.2 Themans’ market & supply chain conditions   
Themans is active in the B2B metal retail & build domain within the door fitting processing industry 
in the Netherlands and Belgium. The market segment to which Themans delivers its product can be 
categorised at the low end of the market. This conservative market segment is driven by quality, 
security and brand history and requires a broad product portfolio for complete-solution-offering 
and ease of search from their suppliers. Themans complies with the market segment demands by 
including a broad set of door-fitting product types within their portfolio. To accomplish the broad 
portfolio, Themans offers own-brand products, external-brand products, Original equipment 
manufacturer products (OEM), and Reverse OEM products.  
 
The different offerings and the company’s size require Themans to have a broad upstream supply 
chain. Due to the company's size, production is outsourced, creating an upstream supply chain. One 
Asian partner company dominates the upstream supply chain. The dominant position of the partner 
is because the partner provides translation of product designs for production, connects Themans 
to a production partner within Asia, and has a long-term bond with Themans.  
 
The downstream supply chain exists out of multiple chains separating Themans from its final user. 
Metal retailers and door-fitting processers are the direct customers of Themans, from which 
feedback and other inputs provide incentives for new product development. From the direct 
customers, little incentive for sustainability could be derived. A questionnaire was sent to gauge 
the importance of sustainability from the direct customers. The findings were a one out of thirty-
response rate and no stated importance for sustainability (Appendix 1).  
The customers of the metal retailers and door-fitting processors, further called indirect customers, 
are the buyers of the products and sometimes also the installers of the products. Then, there are 
the product users, both individual households and public or industry buildings. Within the current 
situation, direct contact with indirect customers or users is not part of the R&D process.   
 
 

1.2.3 Product portfolio  
The product portfolio of Themans exists out of: Hinges, Multi-point lock systems, Locking systems, 
Door fittings, Profile cylinders, Window fittings, Door closer, Anti-panic fitting, Stainless steel door 
fittings, and Sills (Figure 2). Including OEMs and external brands makes the revenue per product 
category highly skewed towards the door fittings (Aluminium and Stainless Steel). The door fittings 
provide approximately eighty per cent of the revenue. The hinges are the second largest selling 
product group, and the third is the locking system group. The product category door-fittings consist 
of approximately forty-five own brand products and an unknown amount of OEM products. 
 
To all products within the portfolio, the following characteristics are applicable:  

• The products exist primarily from aluminium or stainless steel and have a relatively long 
lifespan.  

• The products do not require an external energy source for use.     
• The design of the products is guided and restricted by standardized measurements due to 

the larger context of use.  
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• The products have a long brand/ aesthetic value (the managing director gave the example 
that some products are already sold for 15 years without alternations).   

• Among the products within the portfolio, high similarities occur within the production 
processes of the products.  

• The use frequency and long lifespan of the product make the products high-performance 
products. 

Based on the product characteristics, Themans employees assume that the products require minor 
alterations to become sustainable.  
 
 

 
Figure 2 overview of the product categories within the portfolio of Themans 

  

1.2.4 The current sustainability state of Themans  
The current structure, initiatives, and applied methods (new product design method, purchasing 
method) at Themans do not indicate a specific focus on sustainability. The company's managing 
director showed environmental awareness with the statement that the current way of working 
could no longer be substantiated within the current sustainability paradigm and that the company 
should aim to reduce its negative effects on the world. Additionally, Themans perceives pressure 
to transition towards more sustainable practices from their investment companies and large 
customers.  
However, the lack of experience concerning incorporating sustainability within company actions 
and the lack of knowledge concerning the topic shows no current actions for incorporating 
sustainable development. Within the company, employees have different opinions on the impact 
and contribution of the company on sustainability. The motivation of employees within Themans 
ranges from motivated employees willing to alter the company's direction towards sustainable 
development to employees who find the topic difficult and see obstacles in the way.  
  
Within the current situation, the industry-provided environmental product declaration (“cradle-to-
grave” type EPD) is used to communicate the general environmental impact profile of Themans 
products. These EPDs provide impact focus areas (the life cycle phase, which provides the most 
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impact) for the product categories (Table 2) (Example EPD see APPENDIX 2). All no-power-source-
requiring products create the most impact in the production and transportation phases. These 
phases include the production and transport of raw materials, product manufacture and packaging 
materials. The company does not execute a more specific product impact assessment themselves. 
The information required for this assessment is currently not available by the company. 
 
Table 2 product category EPD overview 

Product category  Product type  Life span EPD  Life cycle phase with the highest 
impact  

Hinges   30 years  Production stage & transportation 
>building site  

Multi-point lock 
systems *seen as a 
general locking system; 
no specific EPD found  

Locking systems  30 years  Production stage & transportation 
>building site 

Locking systems  
 

Press locks 12 years  Production stage & transportation 
>building site 

padlocks 10 years  Production stage & transportation 
>building site 

Window locking 
system 

30 years  Production stage & transportation 
>building site 

Locking systems  30 years  Production stage & transportation 
>building site 

Door fittings (ALU)  10 years  Production stage & transportation 
>building site 

Profile cylinders  10 years Production stage & transportation 
>building site  

Window fittings   10 years  Production stage & transportation 
>building site 

Window locking 
systems  

 30 years Production stage & transportation 
>building site 

Door closer   30 years Production stage & transportation 
>building site 

Anti-panic fitting   30 years Production stage & transportation 
>building site 

Door fittings (Stainless 
steel) 

 10 years  Production stage & transportation 
>building site 

Handles (Stainless 
steel) 

 10 years  Production stage & transportation 
>building site 

 
 

So from the introduction of the case company could be concluded that the intent for sustainable 
development is available at the company. However, until now, no action has been undertaken.   
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Chapter 2 Theoretical background 
sustainable development   
This chapter provides the theoretical basis for formulating the strategic sustainable development 
framework for Themans. The set-up of this chapter is based on the primary research question: How 
can Themans hang & Sluitwerk BV evolve to become a sustainably developing company? Three 
phases of the corporate transition process were derived from the research question: the current 
corporate situation, the transition process, and the desired future state (visualised at the top of 
(Figure 3)). The current corporate situation is partly described in section 1.2 (Introduction case 
company: Themans hang & Sluitwerk BV).    
The theoretical background is therefore structured as follows:  

• The desired future state: The desired future state section shows the translation process 
from generic worldview sustainability to corporate sustainable development goal 
statements (section 2.1).  

• The transition process: The transition process section describes the general process of 
corporate transition and explores multiple processes and methods that could facilitate the 
transition toward the company’s desired sustainable future state. (section 2.2).  

• Small-and-medium enterprise limitations and opportunities for the sustainable 
development transition process; This section explores the limitations and opportunities for 
SMEs to implement sustainable development. It provides essential characteristics of SMEs, 
which should be taken into account for the development process of the framework 
(section 2.3)   

   

 

  
 
 

Figure 3 Overview research plan theoretical background 
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2.1 Sustainable development desired future state  
For use during the transition process, the definition of sustainable development for the case 
company should be clear. This section translates the definition of sustainable development towards 
a corporate applicable sustainable development definition. Furthermore, this section uses triple 
bottom line (TBL) to translate the corporate applicable sustainable development definition into; 
ecological, social, and economic goals. Last, the section includes life cycle thinking (LCT) to ensure 
that impact of the complete life cycle of the products is taken into account.    
 
 

2.1.1 Definition of sustainable development  
Sustainability and sustainable development are defined from multiple viewpoints within the 
literature due to the uncertain nature of the matter. The uncertain nature results in various 
definitions, from the biological essentials (Robert Costanza et al., 1995); sustainability means 
avoiding extinction and living to survive and reproduce. The sustainable development definition of 
international policy-making is “development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Gro Harlem Brundtland, 
1987). Where sustainable developments are time-dependent facilitators required to facilitate 
future needs, and the substance of needs is time depended (Abraham Harold Maslow, 1943; 
Manfred Max-Neef et al., 1992). 
 
The 2030 agenda (Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2001; United Nations Department of 
Economic and Social Affairs, 1987) provides a more detailed translation of seventeen sustainable 
development goals (SDGs). The seventeen goals and their indicators are categorised within five 
differentiated areas of importance: People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace, and Partnership (Figure 4). 
The goals provide a translation for governments to move in a more sustainable direction. For 
understanding purposes, the division into smaller pieces could make sustainable development 
easier to understand.    
 

 
Figure 4 Overview of SDGs (Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2001) 
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However, for corporations, the SDGs can still provide difficulties since the target group of the SDG 
translation is governments. A more depictive formulation, therefore, is the principle-based 
definition of what is not sustainability (obtained from agreements of scientists from different 
fields)(Karl-Henrik Robèrt et al., 2013). This principle-based definition states sustainable 
development: We live in the biosphere; within the biosphere, there is a quick system between 
plants and animals, which is in a dynamic balance. This system is open for energy but closed for 
material (from thermodynamics, the first and second law). The lithosphere provides a slow, 
balanced system based on geological cycles providing earth's crust materials. These agreements 
create the basis for the statement of sustainability. The (Karl-Henrik Robèrt et al., 2013)  principles 
of sustainability state: “operational sustainability principles would aim to eliminate our contribution 
to … :  

• … systematic increases in concentrations of substances from the earth's crust,  
• … systematic increases in concentrations of substances produced by society,  
• … systematically physical degradation of nature,  
• … conditions that systematically undermine people’s capacity to meet their needs”.  

Sustainable development is thus development by humanity within the biosphere’s boundaries (the 
capacity to absorb the effects of human activities). Reducing the effects of human activities is, 
therefore, the aim of the principles.  
 
The principle-based characteristic of the Karl-Henrik Robert definition provides a more timeless use 
of the definition, in combination with the use of a negative, making it easier to understand for non-
familiar readers. This definition can thus best be used within corporations to clarify the general 
statement of sustainable development.  
 
Next to difficulties in understanding the topic, the correct translation towards corporate 
sustainable development is additionally complex due to the interrelated nature between local 
contributions and biosphere impacts (Carlos Alberto Ruggerio, 2021). The interrelated nature 
provides difficulties for specific effect isolation for companies. The following section describes the 
translation of the sustainable development definition into corporate goals.   
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2.1.2 Triple bottom line  
The triple bottom line (TBL) provides an expansion of the corporate criteria of success to include 
and operationalize ecological, social and economic sustainability within business actions (Hanan 
Alhaddi, 2015; John Elkington, 1997).  

• Ecological sustainability refers to not compromising the environmental resources of future 
generations. For example, within this aspect of sustainability, the focus lies upon efficient 
usage of raw materials and energy recourses, minimizing the negative effects produced by 
the company.  

• Social sustainability refers to the company's added value to its community or all involved 
stakeholders. Within this aspect, sustainability criteria focus on fair business practices 
concerning human capital and human rights.  

• Economic sustainability refers to the economic added value of the company. Although 
often misinterpreted as the company's financial success,  economic sustainability refers to 
the added prosperity of its surrounding system (John Elkington, 2018). Within the original 
concept of the triple bottom line, the bottom lines were depicted as three areas that 
overlap (Figure 5), creating share zones where actions directly influence multiple aspects 
of sustainability.  

 

 
Figure 5 triple bottom line (John Elkington, 1997) 

 
A risk of the TBL is that companies interpret the divisions in isolation, overseeing the interrelations 
of the three paradigms (Carol A. Adams et al., 2008). More recent research indicates, although 
taking into account the interdependencies, a more dependent “wedding cake” relation between 
the three aspects of sustainability (Andreas Obrecht et al., 2021) (Figure 6).  
 
The SDGs (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 1987) can also be categories 
within the division of the triple bottom line (Figure 6). Allowing translation from global goals and 
indicators towards corporate goals and indicators of success with the TBL as a corporate support 
tool to expand the paradigm of business.  
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Figure 6 Wedding cake prioritisation of sustainability development goals (Andreas Obrecht et al., 2021) 

 
 
 
Research also provides corporate sustainability goals. However, a disbalance is in place concerning 
the three aspects of sustainability (Figure 7) (H. Afshari et al., 2022). The following three sections 
will elaborate on the current visions of the expanded success criteria. However, some aspects of 
sustainability are more elaborately researched than others, namely ecological sustainability.  
 
 

 
Figure 7 Research focus over the years concerning the three areas of triple bottom line division of corporate success (H. 
Afshari et al., 2022) 
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2.1.2.1 Ecological success goal; Circular economy 
The current economic incentive model is a “take-make-dispose” linear system. Here finite resources 
are extruded from the earth at a rapid large scale, altered into products, and discarded after use. 
The  (Karl-Henrik Robèrt et al., 2013) principles of sustainability indicate that this system 
contributes to the four unsustainability statements instead of eliminating our impact.  
Circular economy is a goal that focuses on designing out waste, building strength by incorporating 
diversity, using renewable sources (energy and material), thinking in systems instead of products, 
and focusing on feedback mechanisms that reflect actual costs, including costs outside the scope 
of the financial realm (Ellen Macarthur Foundation, 2015).  
 

 

 
 
The circular economy outline differentiates two loops: the biological and technical cycles. Both 
cycles aim to maintain the product's value for as long as possible (Figure 8). The biological cycle can 
regenerate into the biosphere, whereas the technical cycle cannot. Products within the technical 
cycle should therefore be maintained within the cycle for as long as possible. From the top, inputs 
to the system should be as pure as possible to increase the efficiency of the regenerating loops and 
to maintain the quality of the products to ensure a long cycle time. A long cycling time (time per 
cycle times the number of cycles) reduces the need for materials, energy, and labour for new 
product creation. The product value decreases due to the use of the product. Cascade use of the 
product allows diverse reuse, maintaining product value for longer. The inner loops (closest to the 
user) maintain most product value, whereas the product value at the outside loop is only based on 
its material properties. 
In line with the outline of a circular economy, (Marcel C Den Hollander et al., 2017) states two 
critical aspects of CE to be:  

Figure 8 The outlines of a circular economy (Ellen Macarthur Foundation, 2015) 
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• The product lifetime, specifically within the lifetime, the use cycle of a product, and the 
moment in which the product is not obsolete (did not lose value yet). Here the lifetime of 
a product should be as long as possible to simulate a material closed loop flow closely. 

• The recovery of resources should aim to reserve or recapture the highest level of the 
product's value.  

The circular economy model goes even further, aiming to close the linear system and “… to 
ultimately decouple global economic development from finite resource consumption.” (Ellen 
Macarthur Foundation, 2015).  
 
The 9R’s, or R-ladder 
The 9R’s, or R-ladder, provide an extension to the outline of a circular economy (Figure 9 & Figure 
10), applying more categories and including multiple strategies to implement circularity starting 
from the design phase (Arne Remmen et al., 2007; Departement Klimaat en Energie, 2021; José 
Potting and Aldert Hanemaaijer (eds.) et al., 2018). The R-ladder includes a hierarchy among the 
options to close the loop from the most impactful strategy (R0) to the least impactful strategy (R9). 
(José Potting and Aldert Hanemaaijer (eds.) et al., 2018) states that there is a negative relationship 
between a strategy within the 9R-ladder and the environmental effects of the production phases 
of the product. So the higher the 9R-ladder level, the lower the ecological impact.  
  
 

 
Figure 9 9R-ladder graphic based on (José Potting and Aldert Hanemaaijer (eds.) et al., 2018)  
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Figure 10 9R ladder model based on (José Potting et al., 2017) 

The circular economy model requires rethinking corporate value creation to maintain the utility and 
value of the offering. Here the company should: “Preserve and enhance natural capital by 
controlling finite stocks and balancing renewable resource flows.”, “Optimize resource yields by 
circulating products, components, and materials at the highest utility at all times in both technical 
and biological cycles.” And “Foster system effectiveness by revealing and designing out negative 
externalities.” (Ellen Macarthur Foundation, 2015). 
 
However, the implementation of CE does not apply to all product types. Products that experience 
rapid technological innovations counter the long-lifetime aspect of CE. Here the innovations 
devalue the products fast, for which the overall environmental impact could be higher with the 
implementation of design for CE (Marcel C Den Hollander et al., 2017). A circular economy goal for 
this type of product developing companies could create a risk of greenwashing since the design for 
CE products can be less sustainable when discarded after use. Additionally, a higher level of 
circularity does not always provide fewer environmental effects. For example, due to sharing, the 
ease of availability could create unnecessary use of products (José Potting and Aldert Hanemaaijer 
(eds.) et al., 2018).  
 
Product modularity  
Design for modularity is a product architecture strategy focusing on product architecture 
breakdown in independent units. The decision for modular design and its benefits (upgrades of 
products, adaptations of parts, modifications, easy product assembly and disassembly, product 
variety increase, economy of scale benefits, production time reduction) as a sustainable design 
strategy depends on environmental impact per life cycle step (Monique Sonego et al., 2018). (Figure 
11) shows the benefits and limitations associated with a modular product architecture.  
In line with the 9R ladder, modularity (dependent on the use of interfaces) facilitates easier 
recycling, reuse, and remanufacturing, allowing for upgrades (refurbish) and repair (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11 Benefits and limitations of modularity per stage of the product life cycle phase. (Monique Sonego et al., 2018) 

Products within the portfolio should fit the modular design requirements to overcome the 
limitations of modularity, like overdesign (Figure 11). However, combining the benefits of modular 
design with the 9R ladder shows high potential for modular design within the ecological 
sustainability goal.   
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2.1.2.2 Social success goal; Maslow’s hierarchy of needs 
Social sustainability is a relatively new research focus topic (H. Afshari et al., 2022). The social 
sustainability-oriented SDGs shown in (Figure 6) are no poverty, zero hunger, good health and 
wellbeing, quality education, gender equality, affordable and green energy, sustainable cities and 
communities, peace, justice and strong institutions. This shows an interdependency on the 
ecological sustainability aspect for certain goals. Additionally, few social specific independent 
globally acknowledged goals are found.  
One of the reasons is that social sustainability is more culturally dependent, which can be visualised 
by the different legislations applicable in different countries. The differences provide possible 
different social goals depending on the location of the appliance.  
Companies often base their social sustainability policy on international agreements to overcome 
cultural differences (Amfori BSCI, 2021; Aleksi Kivinen, 2022). The international acknowledged 
guidelines;  

• The United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) (United 
Nations Human Rights office of the high commissioner, 2011),  

• The Gender Dimensions of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (United 
nations development programme, 2019) 

• The OECD/OESO guidelines (OESO is the translation of the Dutch government of the 
OECD)(Ministerie van buitenlandsezaken, 2014)  

all are based on companies complying with the declaration of human rights (United Nations, 1948) 
and the fundamental human rights principles within the working environment (International labour 
organization, 2019a).   
 
Additionally to the thirty human rights articles, the international labour organisation (ILO) provides 
five fundamental principles out of eight fundamental conventions; “freedom of association and 
right to collective bargaining” (conventions No. 87, No.98), “elimination of all forms of forced 
labour” (conventions No. 29, No.105, No. 138), “abolition of child labour” (convention No. 182) and 
“elimination of employment discrimination” (No. 100, No. 111), “safe and healthy working 
environment” (International labour organization, 2019b).  
 
H. Afshari et al. classify social sustainability indicators within four groups; Human rights and social 
life (with one-hundred-sixty-two indicators); legal, political and government (twenty-two 
indicators); occupational related (one-hundred-thirty-two indicators); business-related (one-
hundred-three indicators) (H. Afshari et al., 2022). The indicators range from health and safety 
indicators to well-being and happiness, expanding the social sustainability goal beyond human 
rights-related indicators.  
 
The social sustainability goal could thus be interpreted as corporate compliance with international 
and local legislations. However, human needs can exceed human rights. Maslow's hierarchy of 
needs prioritises needs in which both human rights are stated, and more internal needs like 
psychological and self-fulfilment needs are included (Figure 12) (Abraham Harold Maslow, 1943). 
However, criticism of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs showed that the requirement of sequential 
bottom-up fulfilment of the pyramid does not apply to all situations (Saul McLeod, 2007). The 
differentiation could be used as a goal statement for social sustainability to aim beyond compliance 
to human rights toward the highest level of human needs since the overall hierarchy is not false.  
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Figure 12 hierarchy of human needs (Saul McLeod, 2007) 

 
2.1.2.3 Economic success goal; economic resilience    
Economic sustainability refers to the company's added prosperity to its surrounding system (John 
Elkington, 2018). The addition, providing economic prosperity to its surrounding system is often 
neglected within literature ((Figure 13) Dow Jones sustainability index, Global reporting initiative, 
and Bansal (2005) do not indicate economic prosperity goals for the surrounding system of the 
companies).   
 

 
Figure 13 example indicators of economic sustainability by literature (Ivan Montiel et al., 2014) 

 
Economic sustainability also requires a broader paradigm to include the interdependencies 
between the three bottom lines.  For example, M. Z. Hauschild et al. states that the environmental 
impact is based on population size, economic activity per capita and eco-efficiency (M. Z. Hauschild 
et al., 2004). Further, due to the population size and economic activity, the eco-efficiency should 
increase by a factor ten within fifty years to obtain sustainable development. It, therefore, suggests 
that companies should aim for a service business model instead of a product to overcome the 
limitations of product strategies in line with ecologic sustainability.  
On the same basis of environmental impact, it could be concluded that continuous economic 
activity per capita growth is not possible within the planet's boundaries.   
Tim Jackson states a need for redefining economic sustainability to prosperity due to the current 
dilemma of economic growth; where, on the one hand, growth in the current form is unsustainable 
due to the environmental boundaries, and on the other hand, de-growth in the current situation is 
unstable due to protentional unemployment and recession risks (Tim Jackson, 2009). Additionally, 
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he suggests twelve steps from a macro, governmental view to transition towards a sustainable 
economy or to obtain a resilient economy which can sustain the required environmental and social 
transformations. These steps reform the current economy towards an environmental impact, 
including one; improving current jobs and sharing jobs to overcome unemployment. 
Based on an economic sustainability goal from the triple bottom line view slightest theoretical basis 
is found.  
However, economic resilience instead of growth provides a recurring topic, especially for SMEs, 
since these significantly contribute to the economic development of their surrounding communities 
(Angappa Gunasekaran et al., 2011), for which this could be seen as the goal.  
Stefanie Beninger et al. state that a company's capacity for anticipation and adaption are the two 
key aspects of economic resilience (Stefanie Beninger et al., 2020). Anticipation refers to risk 
management involving the awareness of impactful events or critical forces. Adaptation refers to 
avoiding and responding to unfortunate situations.  
 
A company's capacity for anticipation and adaption are part of risk management. H.C.Theisens et 
al. provide an example of risk management with the help of a risk matrix (Figure 14) (H.C.Theisens 
et al., 2020). Here the probability and severity of risk are scored. Risk management aims to identify, 
assess and mitigate risk to reduce the probability of occurrence or the severity of the effect.  
 

 
Figure 14 risk matrix based on (Gulsum Kaya, 2018) 
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2.1.3 Life cycle thinking  
The triple bottom line translated the sustainability definition into a three-division of corporate 
sustainable development goals. For sustainable development, the impact of the company should 
be taken into account, and the complete product lifecycle as well. Life cycle thinking (LCT) is a 
paradigm which takes into account impacts generated within the entire lifetime of a product (Figure 
15) (Arne Remmen et al., 2007; Shahjadi Hisan Farjana et al., 2021). Life cycle thinking transforms 
the current gate-to-gate paradigm, which only considers a part of the product's life cycle in a cradle-
to-grave paradigm. The lifecycle phases of a product are product-specific and, therefore, can differ. 
Generally, the phases are raw material extraction, production, transportation, use, and disposal.  
 
The complete life cycle view emphasizes the importance of design decisions since these initiate 
effects for the whole product life cycle. This way of thinking also enlarges the possibilities for the 
designing company to enhance the sustainability of the products at multiple levels.  
 
Due to the possibilities for the designing company, a shift in accountability and responsibility is also 
noticeable. Current developments in sustainability principles provide increased demanded 
corporate responsibility. New regulations, for example the ‘Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence 
Directive’ (CSDD) (Justice and Consumers, 2022), although not applicable to SMEs yet, show impact 
responsibility placed on the designing company. The life cycle thinking paradigm provides insight 
into the risk of shifting the impact towards a different chain within the supply chain instead of 
reducing the risk. Additionally, it shifts the focus towards a value-maintaining paradigm instead of 
a value-decreasing over time paradigm. 
 
Traditional environmental management focuses on increasing the efficiency and sustainability of 
the company’s facility (own chain). Life-cycle-thinking guards companies from possible blindsight 
from this gate-to-gate paradigm since a product's overall sustainability impact could be negatively 
affected by efficiency improvements in one of the chains. The gate-to-gate paradigm could thus 
lead to shifting the impact of the product towards a different chain within the complete product 
life cycle, resulting possibly in so-called “greenwashing” (unsubstantiated sustainability claims). 
 
 

 
Figure 15 representation of life cycle phases as part of life cycle thinking (Arne Remmen et al., 2007) 
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Life cycle analysis (LCA) 
Sustainability assessment tools facilitate the translation of product life cycle data into information. 
Life cycle analysis (LCA) is a product impact assessment methodology that combines the 
quantitative product effect data to assess a product’s effects on its surroundings, taking into 
account all life cycle steps of the product (Mark AJ Huijbregts et al., 2017). “Many companies stated 
that LCA draws attention to the areas in which improvement is needed, makes comparison of 
different alternatives easier, and allows tracking changes between product generations” (Jussi 
Nygren et al., 2010). The LCA methodology consists of four phases; Goal and scope definition, 
Inventory analysis, Impact assessment, and Interpretation (International Organization for 
Standardization, 2006) (Figure 16). Currently, the LCA is limited to ecological effects. Alternations 
to the LCA focus on one of the three bottom lines: LCC (life cycle cost), LCSA (life cycle sustainability 
analysis) and SLCA (social life cycle analysis).  
Executing a LCA requires, however, a lot of time and costs. Companies, therefore, often use it only 
on benchmark products.     
 

 
Figure 16 Life cycle assessment phases (Juhani Heilala et al., 2014) 

 
So LCT facilitates the minimization of a product's harmful environmental effects (by design for the 
whole life cycle) while maximizing the product's social and economic value throughout the products 
life cycle (Arne Remmen et al., 2007), providing corporations with an enlarged paradigm to 
undertake sustainable development activities within the complete product life cycle. Executing a 
life cycle assessment can then identify improvement areas within a product's life cycle, although 
costs and time requirements for executing an LCA can provide difficulties for the company.   
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2.2 The transition process  
A corporate transition process overlaps the gap between the current and the future desired state. 
The transition towards sustainable development can use various supporting methods within 
different management levels (normative, strategic, operational). This section uses a top-down 
management approach to obtain frameworks, methods and systems to guide the transition process 
up to a normative and strategic level. The transition process incorporates the TBL goal statements 
and LCT within the SME.    
 
 

2.2.1 The levels of a transition process  
Dual pyramid model; transition approach for sustainable development 
The strategic plan hierarchy identifies the different strategic levels involved with a company's 
transition (Bambang Purwono et al., 2014) (Figure 17). A top-down strategy formulation approach 
should be used to transition corporations, starting with a mission and vision. The reason for the 
order is to obtain top-down motivation and resource allocation for the execution of the project.  
 

 
Figure 17 Alternation of Strategic planning hierarchy (Bambang Purwono et al., 2014) 

The top-down approach ensures that all employees strive for the same goal. The aim is, however, 
to let bottom-up approaches take over the process implication after top-down initiation. Thus the 
input for the hierarchy should be obtained via bottom-up feedback, as also suggested by the dual 
pyramid model for change management (H.C.Theisens et al., 2020).  
 
Effective change management 
Thomas G Cummings et al. identify five corporate transition management activities to facilitate 
corporate transition management (Figure 18) (Thomas G Cummings et al., 2014).  

1. The motivation for change needs to be initiated at the company—the internal and external 
drivers-for-change need to be identified to state the incentive and pressure for change. The 
gap between the current and desired state needs to indicate the size of the required 
transition process. Furthermore, individual views on the change should be identified to 
understand the company's starting point and manage expectations. It also identifies 
protentional resistance to change.    
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2. A vision provides a goal for the change process. The vision states a detailed future state and 
combines the future state with the company's core ideology to bridge the aspects of the 
change and the company together.  

3. The change requires support from individuals within the company. For support, it is 
essential to know the stakeholder's role, power within the company, and opinion on the 
change.  

4. The transition bridges the current and desired state of the company. This state requires 
planning to facilitate a clear roadmap for the company. The planning should not only 
include actions to help continue the change process but also actions to initiate and maintain 
motivation. Furthermore, it is crucial to understand that the change requires learning new 
skills. Managers often underestimate the time it takes to implement new skills or change 
to a different goal too quickly, making the new skills obsolete (Thomas G Cummings & 
Christopher G Worley, 2014). 

5. The change process requires continuous effort to sustain momentum. These efforts are 
both of a financial and corporate resources nature as from a motivational and learning 
speed nature. From the change agents, the continuous effort requires to overcome the 
resistance of other employees. It is important to include support systems for the change 
agents to ensure the momentum of the change transition. Additionally, the change's 
momentum must align with the company's and its employees' frequency. Moving in line 
with the own frequency can take away resistance. 
 

 
Figure 18 Aspects of effective change management, adapted from (Thomas G Cummings & Christopher G Worley, 2014) 
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The transtheoretical model  
Within the effective change model, the employee-level view on change should be identified to 
understand the starting point and expectations of the company.  
James O. Prochaska et al. state six stages of personal behaviour change, which could be used to 
explain employee-level views on the change (Figure 19) (James O. Prochaska et al., 1997). Defining 
the stage of the employees within the company could provide the angle for approaching the 
company's transition process. A successful change ensures maintenance and avoids termination of 
the behaviour change.  
 

 
Figure 19 Six stages of the transtheoretical model (Zachary Pope et al., 2014) 

 
So, the corporate transition field provides two levels to take into account during the transition 
process. The management process stresses the importance of corporate motivation; vision 
creation; support allocation; planning of activities, commitment, and learning processes; and 
sustaining the momentum by resource allocation, personal development, reinforcing new 
behaviours and staying on course for the corporate transition process.  
At the employee level, the behavioural change stage could indicate the employees’ motivation for 
the transition process and their expectations from the process. As motivation is identified in all 
layers of the transition process as an essential aspect, the motivation stage within the company’s 
employees is important to understand for implementing a transition method.          
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2.2.2 Sustainable development strategy  
A strategy directs a transition process by providing a prioritized overview of actions from the 
current state of a company towards a desired future state. Generally, a strategy consists of a success 
statement, the current state of a company/system and a sequence of prioritized actions. (G.I. 
Broman et al., 2017) provides a framework for strategic sustainable development (FSSD) based on 
a principle-based definition of sustainability (Karl-Henrik Robèrt et al., 2013), system thinking, back-
casting, and a five-level model. The strategy formulation uses a back casting technique from the 
principle-based goal or vision statement. This back casting technique facilitates the initiation of a 
sustainability transition process without the specific need for in-depth starting knowledge (G.I. 
Broman & K.H. Robèrt, 2017). Since, due to the use of the principle-based definition of 
sustainability, less knowledge of the consequences of corporate actions in relation to the overall 
world sustainability impacts is required.  
Furthermore, the required knowledge level grows in line with the company’s transition, as indicated 
by the funnel shape (Figure 20). The results of the actions sharpen the system boundaries for 
further actions, resulting in a practical way of obtaining knowledge on company-specific 
sustainability. 
 

 
Figure 20 framework for strategic sustainable development (G.I. Broman & K.H. Robèrt, 2017) 

The framework for strategic sustainable development provides a procedure (ABCD) to formulate a 
sustainability strategy (G.I. Broman & K.H. Robèrt, 2017) (Figure 20):  

• Stage A: Educate participants (maximum of fourteen participants) on sustainability in 
general, sustainability translation for the company, and the funnel principle of the strategy. 
Furthermore, this phase focuses on formulating a vision of success. 

• Stage B: Analyse and asses the company's current situation regarding the vision of success 
(based on the principles). This phase deals with the question, where is the company's 
current state within the funnel? 

• Stage C: Identify possible solutions using back casting from the vision, and use creative 
processes to generate solutions and opportunities implied by the gap between the vision 
and the current situation.  

• Stage D: Apply strategic guidelines to provide prioritization among the possible solutions to 
formulate a feasible strategic plan. The prioritization is based on the sustainability 
principles (Karl-Henrik Robèrt et al., 2013) 

The framework for strategic sustainable development provides difficulties for corporations to 
translate the definition into guidelines for actions individually. This is because the prioritisation and 
feasibility testing are based on the principle-based definition of sustainability. The FSSD does not 
provide information on prioritisation factors within the strategy but leans on counsellor education 
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sessions to obtain knowledge on their prioritisation system. Finally, the FSSD prioritises ecological 
sustainability over social and economic sustainability.  
Due to the limitations of the FSSD, the impact effort method and the multi-decision-making process 
are researched.  
 
Impact effort matrix Lean Six Sigma (LSS) 
Lean six sigma (LSS), a corporate methodology aimed at facilitating continuous learning within 
companies, states an impact effort matrix for decision making (H.C.Theisens et al., 2020).  
This matrix divides actions into four categories based on their impact on the company's goal and 
the effort required to execute the actions (Figure 21). Prioritization within this matrix focuses on 
executing actions with high impact and low effort first. Additionally, it states to plan actions with 
high-impact-and-high-effort and with low-impact-and-low-effort. Finally, it states to discard actions 
with low-impact-and-high-effort. The matrix can thus provide a prioritization of actions. However, 
to obtain a prioritization matrix oriented toward the inclusion of sustainable development, the 
impact should include a sustainability impact score for the actions.   
 

 
Figure 21 impact-effort matrix for lean prioritizing projects based on (Lean six sigma academy B.V., 2020) 

Multi-Criteria Decision-Making 
Another method to obtain prioritization is multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM). A multi-criteria 
decision-making process can guide the prioritisation process by highlighting the trade-offs and 
subjectivity, increasing the transparency of the decision (A. Veldman, 2014). Generally, a multi-
criteria decision analysis follows the next steps:  

1. The problem should be defined, and alternatives should be generated.   
2. The criteria to make a comparison between alternatives possible should be identified. The 

criteria should do all alternatives justice and achieve the problem-solving goal.  
3. Value judgements on the relative importance of the criteria should be identified. The 

relative importance refers to the prioritization among the criteria.  
4. Inferior alternatives should be eliminated from the comparison to increase the speed and 

reduce the effort of comparison.  
5. Determine the performance of alternatives for the criteria  
6. Select the final alternative(s)   
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Often misunderstood assumptions about MCDM are that it will generate the “right answer”, an 
objective answer or take the pain out of decision making (A. Veldman, 2014). The assumptions are 
not accurate. MCDM provides answers closest to the values stated by the decision maker and is 
subjected to the subjectivity of the decision maker.  
Unreliable knowledge can decrease the confidence of the value judgements. Including input from 
multiple sources (theory, consensus of experts, observations and the model) can counter this 
problem. (Lund University  Centre for Environmental and Climate Research, 2015)   
 
Thus, this section states that the corporate transition process should use: a backcasting technique 
from the vision level to create the strategy, prioritisation factors, solutions to obtain the vision 
statement, and a prioritisation/ decision-making procedure. The section further identifies 
knowledge certainty and transparency as beneficial factors of the strategy process.  
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2.2.3 Life cycle management   
“Life Cycle Management (LCM) is a product management system aiming to minimize environmental 
and socioeconomic burdens associated with an organization’s product or product portfolio during 
its entire life cycle and value chain.” (Arne Remmen et al., 2007). The system provides a broad 
overview of the aspects of companies' sustainability incorporation and monitoring. It lists all 
practices from sustainability policies and strategies, systems, concepts, tools and information 
models (Figure 22). The overview is broad. Dependent on the company's characteristics, a 
combination of the LCM aspects can be selected to create an adapted LCM system.  
 

 
Figure 22 overview of data models, tools, programs, systems and strategies included as part of LCM based on (G. 
Sonnemann et al., 2015) 

Continuous improvement: Plan Do Check Act  
A company’s policy is the starting point for LCM implementation. A policy shows the company’s 
ambition. The ambition expressed within the company's policy statement should indicate the 
commitment toward the continuous improvement cycle as stated in an ISO management 
framework to initiate the transition (Tom Tibor et al., 1996). Furthermore, it should indicate the 
commitment towards a product improvement beyond the manufacturing level towards a complete 
life cycle improvement. The commitment also indicates sufficient active participation and 
management resource allocation toward the LCM (Arne Remmen et al., 2007).  
 
LCM aims to collect, structure and disseminate product-related information to inform decision-
makers and to provide continuous improvement (Arne Remmen et al., 2007). Companies often face 
difficulties initiating the sustainability transition due to a so-called ‘first-time-right’ burden. 
Continuous improvement reduces this first-time-right dogma to overcome initiation difficulties. The 
PDCA (plan-do-check-act) method, therefore, functions as a backbone of the LCM system to 
maintain momentum (ISO, 2015)(Arne Remmen et al., 2007):  

• Plan: This phase covers the analysis of company and environmental characteristics and 
formulates goals and actions to obtain the goals.  

• Do: this phase contains executing the actions stated in the plan.  
• Check: This phase is about monitoring and measuring the results/ effects of the executed 

actions.  
• Act: This phase covers evaluating the executed actions and the accompanying effects. It 

focuses on the alignment of the effects with the overarching company goals. A decision is 
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required in this phase to continue the current actions and focus on a different topic or to 
alternate the current actions.  

The aim to inform decision-makers about the best capabilities is facilitated by including all company 
functions, the supply chain, and all stakeholders during the product's life cycle (Arne Remmen et 
al., 2007) (Figure 23). An important note here is the crucial role of internal and external 
communication in the process as the driving force for continuous improvement (Arne Remmen et 
al., 2007)  
 
 

 
Figure 23 company functions involved with life cycle management (Arne Remmen et al., 2007) 

 
 
 
 
 
Continuous improvement: maturity model Lean six sigma  
Lean six sigma facilitates decision-making focused on the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
company by providing tools and techniques for continuous improvements (H.C.Theisens et al., 
2020). The principles of lean six sigma are to minimize waste and optimize processes by focussing 
on the core value creation of the company and the alignment of the core value creation with 
perceived customer value. The techniques and tools provided provide additional guidance for 
efficient and effective development of the company. Lean six sigma’s continuous improvement 
maturity model (CIMM) (Lean six sigma academy B.V., 2020) provides an overview of improvement 
methods both on the organisational level and the process level to facilitate a continuous 
improvement-oriented corporation (Figure 24), in line with the continuous improvement 
mentioned within LCM. 
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Figure 24 continuous improvement maturity model based on (Lean six sigma academy B.V., 2020) 

 
The organisation development side of the CIMM provides five sequential levels; Orientation, 
leading, openness, learning, and agility. The ordered overview of tools and techniques provided by 
lean six sigma can provide additional support for the transition process towards sustainable 
business operations.   
A pitfall for lean six sigma could be the applicability for non-producing companies since the system 
is oriented towards an in-house developing and producing cooperation. SMEs with limitations 
might only be able to use the generalised features of lean six sigma.  
 
Continuous improvement: benchmarking  
Benchmarking is a process of assessing the highest standards of excellence within the market and 
identifying opportunities for improvements within the company (Khurrum S Bhutta et al., 1999).  
(MRM Crul, 2009) states a ten-step benchmarking program: setting objectives, product selection, 
functional unit & system boundaries, focal areas, parameters, disassembly session, results, 
improvement options, prioritization options, and implementation. This benchmarking program 
aims to compare the sustainability impact performance of the company with the market's “best 
practices” (MRM Crul, 2009). Benchmarking thus aims to provide knowledge to improve the 
company's practices internally. 
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2.2.4 Sustainability communication  
As mentioned in section 2.2.3 (Life cycle management), continuous sustainability improvement 
within a company depends on communication on progress to all stakeholders (Arne Remmen et al., 
2007). Internally a formal communication plan should provide clear communication and motivation 
within the company. Externally multiple ways of communication can provide additional value to the 
company next to continuous improvement. Sustainability certification is a potential tool for 
external communication; sustainability marketing.  
 
Certification 
Vinod Kumar et al. predict that sustainability becomes more and more a moral obligation within 
marketing strategy (Vinod Kumar et al., 2012). Three types of sustainability marketing can be 
differentiated (Joya A Kemper et al., 2019):  

• product-related sustainability marketing, 
• sustainable lifestyle and behaviour change marketing, 
• reformative sustainability marketing (stating a need for institutional and normative change) 

The success of marketing depends on the fit between the company and the marketing strategy. 
 
Part of a sustainability marketing strategy can be sustainability certification. Certificates aim to 
provide stakeholders with third-party information on the sustainability claims of products, reducing 
the uncertainty of the stakeholders (Nicole Darnall et al., 2014). Certificates can lead companies 
towards sustainable actions by the requirements stated for the certificate. However, more and 
more research states that due to the number of certificates and their different framing of 
sustainability, the credibility and impact of certificates are reduced (Olivier Boiral et al., 2018; Alice 
M. M. Miller et al., 2015). Therefore certificates might cause greenwashing if companies solely focus 
on certifications instead of focusing on the company’s complete sustainability performance (Olivier 
Boiral et al., 2018)  

Additionally (Nicole Darnall & J Alberto Aragón-Correa, 2014) states the three limitations of one-
dimensional certificates to be: limited framing of sustainability due to the number of sustainability 
attributes (requiring multiple certificates to cover all aspects of sustainability), possible 
misguidance on overall sustainability performance due to framing (greenwashing), competition 
within certificates with differing requirements to obtain the certificate.  

Certification can be of added value when a certificate has both authority and credibility. Credibility 
is obtained by: “scientific rigour, inclusiveness, transparency/openness, impartiality/ independence 
and impact” (Alice M. M. Miller & Simon R. Bush, 2015). Additionally, it should be required by the 
stakeholders and should alter employee behaviour to provide real internal motivation and impact 
instead of only external incentives (Olivier Boiral et al., 2018).  

Benchmarking 
Benchmarking could be used as a marketing tool in case of a favourable comparison between the 
company’s performance and other competitors (Tim Stapenhurst, 2009). Benchmarking is also used 
to overcome difficulties in LCA result communication, to overcome the lack of a reference frame 
(Bruno Menezes Galindro et al., 2019). Benchmarking allows the comparison of LCA results 
between competitors within the market to provide a reference frame.  
A potential pitfall of benchmarking is unintended comparison with own market active products, 
which could lead to parasitism. Using time-depended-versions within the portfolio allows 
sustainability progress communication via benchmarking between market active and passive 
product versions without the possibility of product protentional profit parasitism.      
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2.2.5 Design for sustainability 
The design of a product decides around eighty per cent of the product's sustainability impact 
(Shamraiz Ahmad et al., 2018). The transition towards a sustainable developing corporation could 
therefore start with a transition at the product design level by including a sustainable design system 
like D4S or obtaining aspects of the system.  
Design for sustainability (D4S) is a system or process that guides sustainable innovation by 
incorporating TBL sustainability and LCT within the design and product innovation process (MRM 
Crul, 2009). This system includes product design guidelines based on impact information from 
multiple perspectives; climate change, reduced biodiversity, deforestation, ecosystem destruction, 
and depletion of available freshwater (MRM Crul, 2009). 
 

 
Figure 25 overview of approaches within Design for Sustainability based on (MRM Crul, 2009) 

 
D4S provides approaches for both incremental (redesign) and radical (new product development, 
product-service system) innovation (Figure 25). Guiding the approaches are the impact-reducing 
strategies categorised as follows (complete list see (Appendix 3 and Appendix 4)):  
 

1. Select low-impact materials 
2. Reduce the use of materials within the product-packaging system 
3. Optimization of production techniques  
4. Optimization of the distribution system 
5. Reduction of impact during use  
6. Optimize the social and economic benefits of manufacture 
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7. Optimize the initial lifetime of the product 
8. Optimization of the end-of-life system 
9. (Only for radical innovation) Meet user needs with a different product or service  
10. (Only for radical innovation) Develop a hybrid product 
11. (Only for radical innovation) Exploiting new technological opportunities.  

The social and economic sustainability aspects are only represented within one impact-reducing 
strategy (number 6). A pitfall of the D4S system is the skewed inclusion of the TBL, dominated by 
environmental sustainability. The skewed focus within the literature on the TBL topics can explain 
this pitfall. 
 
The approaches for incremental (redesign) and radical (new product development, product-service 
system) innovation differ due to the difference in available data and the project's sustainability 
improvement level. With incremental innovation, most data on the current product can provide 
input for the re-design process. However, the redesign does not include rethinking alternatives for 
the materialisation of the function. Instead, it focuses on refining the current solution.  
The radical innovation process is more uncertain but allows for sustainable improvement up to 
business model alternation for the company.   
 
Important note: overlap between the two approaches is the inclusion of the added value of the 
company and the alignment with the company's mission. Both approaches start by focusing on the 
added value of the company's offering since this is the core that provides value for their customers 
and thus should be maintained.  
 
The design for sustainability (D4S) system provides concrete guidelines for sustainable innovation.    
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2.3 Small-and-medium enterprise limitations and 
opportunities for the sustainable development 
transition process 
Small and medium enterprises in the Netherlands consist of ten to fifty (small) or fifty to two 
hundred fifty (medium) employees (Ministerie van economische zaken en klimaat, 2021). Since the 
implementation of sustainable development within SME companies is different from 
implementation within larger companies, alternations are required for implementation by SMEs (C. 
Mortimer, 2011). 
This report focuses on the small companies within the SME statement.  
 
The field of SME is highly heterogeneous due to different factors; technological level, market 
relations, and competitors' strategies (Alexander Kaufmann et al., 2002). Generalization is, 
therefore, difficult other than based on size-related issues.  
From an internal perspective, SMEs have in comparison to larger companies (Alexander Kaufmann 
& Franz Tödtling, 2002):  

• Limited human and financial recourses, 
• Lack of time, 
• Limited marketing & commercialization abilities, 
• Are more dependent on adaptation to customer demand 

Additionally, concerning the implementation of LCM, (Helene Seidel-Sterzik et al., 2018b) state as 
possible implementation influencing factors for SMEs: “Influence of the manager, environmental 
culture, lack of resource availability, lack of future orientation, lack of knowledge on environmental 
issues, market requirements, geographical separation of production and consumption, awareness 
of own environmental issues and communication/information sharing”. 
 
From an external perspective, the relationship and thus influence of the SME within its supply chain 
is characterized by a relatively more minor authority position related to the smaller sales 
percentage the SME represents for the partner company. This section elaborates on the limitations 
and opportunities of SMEs to incorporate sustainable development.  
 

2.3.1 Internal SMEs' limitations  
The company’s culture indicates the motivation and commitment to the transition. A corporate 
culture not supportive of sustainable development implementation will decrease the possibility of 
successful implementation of sustainability systems (Helene Seidel-Sterzik et al., 2018b). Within 
SMEs, corporate culture depends on leadership and knowledge within the company (Helene Seidel-
Sterzik et al., 2018b). The influence of leadership within an SME is especially high due to the limited 
number of employees and the company's structure. The company's leadership manages the 
commitment or effort for the transition (Thomas G Cummings & Christopher G Worley, 2014). The 
development or prevention of a sustainable development supporting culture within the company 
also depends on the company’s leader (Helene Seidel-Sterzik et al., 2018b).  
 
Corporate culture can also influence documentation and data quality within SMEs. Due to the 
culture and ease of communication among the small number of employees within SMEs, less often 
formal procedures for operation and communication are adequately used compared to larger 
companies (C. Mortimer, 2011). The poor documentation reduces the transparency of the decision-
making since arguments cannot be evaluated (Gilbert Silvius et al., 2022).   
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Sustainability systems require documentation of additional product and process data, for which the 
lack of documentation culture can complicate implementation (C. Mortimer, 2011).  
The reactivity, instead of proactivity among SMEs to incorporate improvement programs, provide 
additional difficulties in altering the corporate culture to introduce sustainable development 
(Helene Seidel-Sterzik et al., 2018a).  
   
The knowledge basis on which corporate culture is partly based provides the less motivational-
related and more accuracy-related side for the required sustainability culture. Awareness of the 
topic is required to make the correct alternations to the culture (Helene Seidel-Sterzik et al., 2018a).  
However, research states multiple limitations to knowledge inclusion within SMEs. Compared to 
multinationals, knowledge gaps within SMEs arise due to fewer co-operations between SMEs and 
knowledge institutions (Alexander Kaufmann et al., 2001). SMEs lack employee training, while 
employee training is proven highly effective for small SMEs' innovation capacities (Irem Demirkan 
et al., 2021).   
The consequences of the knowledge gaps indicated in SMEs are limitations for implementing new 
procedures. For example, the lack of knowledge provides concerns about the capacity to obtain 
quality data (G. Sonnemann et al., 2015). Additionally, prioritising actions on new aspects, for 
example, the environmental impact, provides uncertainties due to the lack of knowledge of the 
SME decision maker (Helene Seidel-Sterzik et al., 2018b). At the strategic level, SMEs show “less 
awareness of international trends and less future focus” (C. Mortimer, 2011).  
Thus, SMEs should co-operate with support organisations and knowledge centres to implement the 
transition process towards sustainability incorporation. Sector or regional support can provide the 
financial and human resource capacity to implement sustainability within the company (G. 
Sonnemann & M. Margni, 2015). 
 
Adisa Azapagic states departments that should be involved in the project: “finance, Human 
resources, Environment H&S, Logistics, Production, Purchasing, Sales/commercial”, led by the 
sustainability management team (Adisa Azapagic, 2003)(Arne Remmen et al., 2007).  
SMEs miss some departments within their company. However, partners can provide the required 
knowledge—cooperation with partners in a multidisciplinary team that can overcome the missing 
links.  
 
To implement complex processes, some work method techniques like ‘the reversed assignment’ 
(instead of solving something, think what would make it worse) could be used to reduce the 
perceived complexity (Sasja Dirkse-Hulscher et al., 2007).  
 
Financial limitations also guide the transition process towards sustainability for SMEs. Costs provide 
a critical barrier to executing projects within SMEs (Craig M Parker et al., 2009). The cost barrier 
results in SMEs aiming more often for projects with high commercial viability, leading to significant 
short-term financial success (Linda Condon, 2004; C. Mortimer, 2011).  
The importance for SMEs of the high commercial viability of projects makes for less radical 
innovation selection (Tino Woschke et al., 2017) and more innovation within the known domain 
(Elco Van Burg et al., 2012). Implementation of sustainability becomes difficult since strategies and 
projects are often long-term, uncertain and difficult to quantify (Marc J. Epstein et al., 2001), which 
is contrary to SMEs' decision-making priorities. Strict allocation of financial resources for 
sustainability innovation can provide a solution for the implementation of sustainability within 
SMEs and shows the company's commitment to the transition (Arne Remmen et al., 2007). 
Furthermore, an approach focused on the inclusion of cost-efficiency could provide a better SME-
suited solution (G. Sonnemann & M. Margni, 2015).  
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2.3.2 External SMEs’ limitation  
The limited facility resources force small companies to work together within supply chains to cope 
with a lack of, for example, production capabilities. This provides a dependency on the supply chain 
for the transition towards sustainable development incorporation. For SMEs to make the transition, 
cooperation within the supply chain is required (Arne Remmen et al., 2007). For cooperation 
between the supply chain partners, a common goal should be established, and long-term oriented 
relation-building should be aimed to facilitate trust (Arne Remmen et al., 2007).  
Documented agreements like a code of conduct (Amfori BSCI, 2021) facilitate clear responsibility 
division between partners and provide a basis for cooperation. Additionally, transparency and 
information sharing between partners facilitate the necessary trust that cooperation can build. 
However, SMEs tend to share less information with their partners (Helene Seidel-Sterzik et al., 
2018b). Transparency between business partners requires strategic considerations balancing 
protecting intellectual property and cooperation. Transparency in partner communication and 
actions allows for certainty for the partner company, increasing the likelihood that partners comply 
with the agreements.   
 
A close geographical location eases cooperation. Cooperation with other companies could provide 
an opportunity. For example, other ‘western’ customers from a supplier also need to comply more 
and more with sustainability legislation. Here cooperation with supplier customers could provide 
the size and resources to influence the supplier to comply with, for example, a code of conduct or 
implementation of a production information system.   
 
In summary, SMEs have limitations and influencing factors for implementing the transition process 
towards sustainable development due to their characteristics. These limitations are of multiple 
resource natures (human, financial, time, marketing abilities, knowledge, structure systems), a 
higher dependency on customer demand, a higher dependency on leadership, a higher dependency 
on the supply chain, and a higher orientation towards short financial success.  
To overcome the limitations, a framework for sustainable development implementation for SMEs 
should focus on:  

• Ensure top-down commitment for the transition by management to ensure motivation to 
change.  

• Focus on alignment of the framework with documentation and data quality systems within 
SMEs 

• Include multiple perspectives within the project by a multidisciplinary group and 
cooperation with partners and experts to overcome the knowledge gap  

• Aim to balance high commercial viability actions and more long-term oriented actions  
• Cooperate with partners to overcome the size limitation within the supply chain and to 

grow together towards sustainable development.  

 
Chapter two provided the theoretical background for the transition process toward sustainable 
development for a SME. Section 1.2 (Introduction case company: Themans hang & Sluitwerk BV) 
provided research on the case company Themans. Together these chapters provide the analysis for 
this project. Chapter three will summarise and derive requirements for the method from this 
analysis.  
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Chapter 3 Literature guidelines  
The previous chapters provide insights into developing a sustainable development transition 
framework for Themans. This chapter summarises the most important findings (section 3.1). It then 
translates the analysis’ insights into requirements for developing the framework for Themans 
(section 3.2).  
 

3.1 Summary theoretical background  
The theoretical research identified the three phases of corporate transition towards sustainable 
development for Themans: the current situation, the transition process, and the company's desired 
future sustainable development state.  
 
The current situation  
The current situation of Themans shows management in the contemplation phase, showing the 
intent to transition toward sustainable development; however no current action. The lack of market 
incentive, a sustainable product assumption and a knowledge gap on the topic explain the lack of 
current action.  
The SME classification of Themans identifies resource limitations, top-down commitment, 
documentation and data quality systems, sustainable development knowledge gap, short-term 
financial success focus, and dependency on the supply chain partners as the most influencing 
aspects for sustainable development incorporation.   
 
The transition process  
Two company levels are involved in the transition process: the management system and individual 
employee levels. Top-down; The mission, vision, goals, strategy, guidelines, program, budgets, and 
procedures are identified as the corporate transition subjects for strategy formulation and 
implementation. The corporate transition strategy provides transparency in the process but is 
subject to the objectivity of the decision maker. The implementation of the corporate transition 
process requires continuous improvement (PDCA, CIMM, benchmarking) driven by progress 
communication as crucial. The external progress communication could use certification. However, 
the risks outweigh the benefits. Guidelines from D4S can be used as part of education material to 
guide action generation for the strategy.            
 
The company's desired future sustainable development state  
The “principles of sustainability” (Karl-Henrik Robèrt et al., 2013) will allow constructive internal 
communication on sustainable development. The TBL goals: Circular economy (ecological success), 
meeting the levels of the hierarchy of human needs (social success), economic resilience (economic 
success), and the inclusion of LCT, provide the desired future sustainable development state.   
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3.2 Guidelines method   
The complete list of requirements from the literature is due to its size, placed in the appendix 
(Appendix 5). This section shows overarching guidelines for the method development obtained 
from the requirements list. The overarching guidelines can, however, not be used instead of the 
requirements list since the interrelated nature of the requirements.  
 
Guideline 1) The framework should overcome the SME case company’s limitations, align with the 
case company's capabilities and focus on the case company’s opportunities for sustainable 
development.  

• An example of SME limitations is the knowledge gap concerning sustainable development.  
• An example of the case company’s capabilities alignment is the lack of a marketing 

department, limiting sustainability commercialisation for the framework. 
• An example of the case company’s opportunities is collaborating with other western 

producers’ customers to obtain more power for specific actions within the supply chain.   

Sections 2.3 and 1.2 provide more in-depth explanations for guideline 1.  
 
Guideline 2) The framework should establish top-down incorporation of sustainable 
development in a continuous transparent improvement process.  
 
Top-down incorporation is necessary to ensure management commitment and resource allocation. 
Continuous improvement allows initiation and refinement of sustainable development within the 
case company along the way. External progress communication is required to ensure refinement 
leads to improvement.  
 
Section 2.2 provides more in-depth explanations for guideline 2.  
 
Guideline 3) The framework should establish the incorporation of circular economy, meeting the 
levels of the hierarchy of human needs and economic resilience, as the case company's goals for 
sustainability and establish LCT as the new paradigm for all product-related activities.  
 
Incorporating all three dimensions of sustainable success statements (TBL) within the SME ensures 
no isolated sustainable development view and provides the benefit of executing interdependent 
sustainable development actions, which contribute to more than one dimension of sustainable 
corporate success.     
 
Section 2.1 provides more in-depth explanations for guideline 3.  
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Chapter 4 Method development  
This chapter describes the development of the framework for sustainable development 
incorporation for Themans, based on the analysis summarised in the requirements and guidelines 
of chapter 3.  
First, section 4.1 explains the framework overview and shows the seven phases. Then per phase, 
the approach and the implementation at Themans of the phases are elaborated (section 4.2 - 4.8).    
 

4.1 Framework Overview  
(Figure 26) shows the framework overview. The overview shows a prioritizing shape (formulate 
strategy phase) which shows guidance of the framework towards a sustainable development vision. 
The overview also shows a cyclic shape, facilitating continuous improvement to continue the 
sustainability improvements within the company beyond the first strategy formulation. Phase 
seven, “communicate”, drives the framework's improvement cycle.    
 

 
Figure 26 The method for successful implementation of sustainability within Themans 

The seven phases of the framework are:  
1. Project team formation (section 4.2)  
2. Prepare (section 4.3) 
3. Formulate strategy (section 4.4) 
4. Execute actions (section 4.5) 
5. Evaluate (section 4.6) 
6. Decide (section 4.7) 
7. Communicate (section 4.8) 
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(section 4.2 - 4.4) provide the normative and strategic levels of the framework. (section 4.5-4.8) 
provide operation-level steps, execute action(s), evaluate, decide, and communicate. Elaboration 
on these parts is out of the project's scope. However, the steps indicate the following 

• Execute action(s): refers to executing the strategy’s actions 
• Evaluate actions: refers to comparing the expected and final results 
• Decide: refers to the decision point, where it can be decided to continue or stop with the 

current action and switch to another action, depending on the evaluation’s outcome. 
Additionally, in case of a future situation in which the current normative and strategic part 
of the framework is not successful anymore. It should be decided to re-do the whole 
framework project.  

• Communicate: refers to the update of external parties on the company’s progress. 
Updating the progress is mandatory for each action(s) cycle.  
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4.2 Project team formation   
The project team formation aims to obtain a multidisciplinary team to provide a broad basis of 
different inputs to tackle the project from multiple knowledge fields. This section shows the aspects 
of the project team formation approach and the implementation at Themans.  
 

4.2.1 project team formation approach 
The initiative taker forms the project team. The basis of the project team formation is a stakeholder 
analysis. The stakeholder analysis should provide the crucial stakeholders to include within the 
project team. The goal is a multidisciplinary team, providing inputs from all life cycle steps of the 
product. After forming the project team, allocate resources to the team (employee time, financial 
resources).    
 
Project team formation procedure 

1. List all stakeholders involved with the transition of Themans towards sustainable 
development (including all life cycle steps of the products).  

2. Prioritise all stakeholders in four categories using the power-interest graph (Mark S. Reed 
et al., 2009)). Based on the power to direct the process and the interest in the outcome of 
the process:  
• Key players: High power, High interest  
• Subjects: Low power, High interest      
• Context setters: High power, Low interest  
• Crowd:  Low power, Low interest 

3. Select project team members from the ‘Key players’ and ‘Subjects’ categories. The main 
body of the project group could also consist of the ‘Subjects’ stakeholder group, given that 
resources for the project are allocated by ‘Key players’ (often management). 

4. Question the completeness of the set of stakeholders: is the current set of partners 
sufficient for the aimed future goal?  
• Potential overlooked partners for the transition towards sustainable development are: 

potential disposal companies, potential recycling companies 
5. Analyse the team members' behaviour change stage via a conversation on the sustainable 

development project topic.   
6. State the multidisciplinary project team  
7. Allocate time resources for the multidisciplinary project team and financial resources to 

execute the framework 

Procedure advises  
Knowledge gaps on all levels can provide difficulties to the project. To overcome the knowledge 
gap, the project initiator should consider ensuring a multidisciplinary set of employees, to obtain a 
broad set of inputs. Especially for SMEs, it is advised to include partners for phases of the framework 
since they have a more dependent position in their supply chain. The inclusion of partners provides 
input on product life cycle aspects, which are outside of the scope of the company itself. The benefit 
of including partners can potentially be three folded:  

• Partners provide can provide product-specific expertise outside the scope of the SME  
• The inclusion of partners can motivate partners to reduce their impact  
• The inclusion of partners allows more easily for collaborations among the supply chain     
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Collaborations with experts and knowledge institutions on a specific sustainability topic or process 
could also provide input to the project to overcome knowledge gaps. Experts can provide insight 
into unknown topics for SMEs. A possible hindrance of expert input could be the limited knowledge 
of or familiarity with the company, which could require a translation towards the company-specific 
application of the experts' advice.  
 
Due to limited time among Themans employees, it is advised to create the following layer 
construction for the project team:  

• A small multidisciplinary core: consisting of experts on all life cycle stages of the products. 
• A multidisciplinary experts layer, incorporating specific knowledge experts (on the 

processes or the topic of sustainable development) who are invited for expert guidance 
during steps of the method and updated on other phases.   

For the framework project, it is advised to define the project's scope clearly, what is within it and 
what is not. Moreover, it is advised to initiate planning for the project's duration. This step allows 
a more specific allocation of resources to the project.   
 
Resource allocation  
Resource allocation is a crucial tool for motivation and execution of the sustainable development 
strategy project within the strategy development phase of the method. The strategic project can 
be initiated by allocating both financial and time-related resources. It is advised to allocate 
resources based on the scope and planning of the project. The significant resources which should 
be considered are:  

• Employee working hours.   
• Education costs (consisting of, among other things; Expert costs, knowledge corporation 

costs, and external guidance costs) 
• Financial resources for the implementation of the framework (facilitating execution of 

actions)  
 

4.2.1 project team formation: Implementation at Themans 
 (Appendix 6) Shows the executed stakeholder analysis. The stakeholder analysis is composed of 
input provided by the company. From the stakeholder analysis and conversations with 
management, the following project team was formed:  

• Management (1 employee)  
• R&D department (2 employees) 
• Purchasing department (1 employee) 
• Product management department (1 employee) 
• Customer service department (2 employees)  
• The master thesis student  

Important to note is the consideration at the company not to include external parties within the 
project teams’ core due to perceived risks. The risk basis is the uncertainties due to the company’s 
limitations in meeting potential expectations resulting from partners participating in this project. 
For this reason, the external relations department employees were also excluded from the project 
team core.  
For the expert layer of the project team, the production partner company and Nauta could be 
contacted to obtain knowledge on specific topics.  
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Finally, no specific resource allocation was stated (specific amount of time, financial resources). The 
project team members were informed about the project and were informed on possible meetings 
during the course of the thesis assignment.   
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4.3 Prepare  
Following the ‘project team formulation’ phase is this ‘prepare’ phase. The ‘prepare’ phase aims to 
generate motivation, knowledge and resources for the transition process of Themans. Four 
preparation steps: communication plan, knowledge certainty, structure & overview, and policy 
formulation facilitate the preparation. This section will cover the four steps following the previously 
mentioned order (section 4.3.1 – 4.3.4). Each section provides advice for the approach and 
implementation at Themans.  
 

4.3.1 Communication plan 
The communication plan involves internal and external stakeholders in the project. The 
communication plan is vital within the project, where it helps to overcome communication 
difficulties and maintain continuous improvement.  
 
4.3.1.1  Communication plan approach 
A communication plan lets the company structure the why, how, and how often aspects of 
communication per stakeholder group (extern and intern). The communication plan aims to provide 
the right information to the right people. 
 
Communicate the right information  
The communication plan is a continuation of the project team formation. The responsibility or role 
of a note taker is included within the project team to ensure notes of meetings and brainstorming 
sessions are taken to communicate the right information. Good notes and summaries of brainstorm 
sessions also allow the involvement of more distant participants.    
 
The project team should create a centralised place to allow information to be available for all 
project team members. The centralised place ensures transparency and retrieval of project 
activities and helps to update and thus involve project members.  
 
Communicate information to the right people  
The communication plan organises which people to inform or contact and at which moments of the 
project. Advised is to formulate in the first project meeting the communication plan, containing the 
following aspects:  
• Audience; Whom do we inform during the project, obtained from the stakeholder analysis  
• Frequency; How often is this stakeholder group informed 
• Medium; Via which medium is the stakeholder contacted  
• Purpose; What is the purpose of the communication 

Communication to external stakeholders like customers is required at least annually (a year report 
of the executed sustainability actions) to ensure the continuation of sustainability improvements 
within the company.  
 

4.3.1.1  Communication plan Implementation at Themans  
During the master thesis project, communication was mostly done via face-to-face contact, 
workshops, brainstorm sessions, meetings, phone calls, and email. The thesis project is an iterative 
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and, therefore, less structured process, for which it was not possible to include a structured 
communication plan.  
Meetings were announced face to face and via email to ensure the information on the date and 
time were correctly transferred. During the meetings, notes and pictures were taken for reference 
of the meetings. After brainstorming sessions, the session's findings were shared with the project 
team.    
 
Additionally, the project did not establish a centrally accessible place of information. The company 
uses a multitude of programmes to communicate information. Its advised to make a ‘team-sheet’ 
within Microsoft Teams to facilitate centralised information and progress tracking (Figure 27). 
Microsoft teams is a programme already used for structuring multiple processes within Themans.  
 

 
Figure 27 example of a centralised place for project information (within the programme Microsoft teams) 
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4.3.2 Knowledge certainty system   
The knowledge certainty system aims to continuously evolve the company's knowledge to cope 
with the increasing difficulty of creating successful sustainable development actions per cycle. It, 
therefore, also helps reduce the prioritisation step's subjectivity. Creating a knowledge certainty 
system is too large to include in this project. This project, therefore, states the knowledge certainty 
aspects advised to include in a knowledge certainty system.      
The project team formation states the importance of expert input and multidisciplinary teams. This 
step, therefore, focuses on the required knowledge for the involved team members.  
 
4.3.2.1 knowledge certainty approach  
An education system helps ensure that the required knowledge is at the required team members. 
The education system should take into account:  
• Education focus (obtained from (Roberto Rivas Hermann et al., 2020)) 
• Teaching-learning approaches (obtained from (Roberto Rivas Hermann & Marilia Bonzanini 

Bossle, 2020)) 
• Themes (obtained from (Roberto Rivas Hermann & Marilia Bonzanini Bossle, 2020)) 
• External collaborations (obtained from (Roberto Rivas Hermann & Marilia Bonzanini Bossle, 

2020)) 
• Continuously improvement of the basic level of knowledge within the project group.  

Education focus  
The project team core and the expert layer at Themans should be acquainted with the same 
knowledge base for the project to facilitate constructive discussion. Due to the designing nature of 
Themans, it is advised to have all R&D employees educated on sustainable development themes. 
Internally, the project team members can educate other employees to practise their knowledge 
and educate the other employees.   
 
The principle-based definition of sustainable development should be familiar to all employees to 
facilitate constructive discussions and understanding of non-project team employees.    
 
Teaching learning approaches  
The teaching approach depends on the characteristics of the project members. Roberto Rivas 
Hermann & Marilia Bonzanini Bossle state nine examples of education approaches (Roberto Rivas 
Hermann & Marilia Bonzanini Bossle, 2020):  
• Experimental learning 
• Problem-based learning 
• Project-based learning 
• Reflective learning 
• Peer assessment 
• Interdisciplinary learning 
• Blended learning 
• Affective learning 
• Holistic learning 

The team members' education level and working methods are indicators for aligning the education 
approach to the company. For Themans project members, an active, practical, problem-based, and 
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project-based education approach worked best. Workshops and brainstorms with a problem or 
goal statement were used to create project-based problem-solving.    
 
 
Themes  
The first cycle of this framework requires education on the following themes:   

1) The principle-based definition of (Karl-Henrik Robèrt et al., 2013) provides general 
knowledge on what sustainability and impact reduction are  

2) Triple bottom line and its goals TBL opens up the paradigm by the division into ecological, 
social, and economic and ensures capturing all aspects of sustainable development for the 
company. 

3) Life cycle thinking and its translation into LCA Life cycle thinking extends the opportunities 
for actions within the company and ensures that actions generated by the company do not 
redirect the needle, the impact, to a different chain within the supply chain. 

4) Design for sustainability D4S guidelines help the project team members translate the 
principle-based definition into sustainable development strategies.  

5) CSR (MVO in dutch (Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland, 2018)) Helps project team 
members translate the principle-based definition into social sustainable development 
strategies.  

 
External collaborations 
Collaborating with knowledge institutions and universities (experts, students) is advised to include 
new knowledge in the education system continuously. An external research company's assessment 
of the current situation of a benchmark product could also help retain insights for Themans on their 
product, its sustainability and the assessment methodology requirements.   
 
Continuously improved basis level  
The cyclic structure of this framework requires continuous improvement of the knowledge level of 
the project team members and the company. Every cycle, the required knowledge level for new 
sustainable development action generation increases. The education system should meet the 
increase in required knowledge level. It is advised to continuously improve the education level of 
the project team members and within the company. Additionally, it is strongly advised to educate 
the project team members and involved employees before executing a cycle of this framework.    
 
4.3.2.2 knowledge certainty Implementation at Themans  
The knowledge certainty system for this continuous improvement framework was too large for this 
project and out of the project's scope (the cycles after the initiation). This section, therefore, states 
the educational session executed during this project.  
This project applied three types of education. First workshop sessions were given to all project team 
members on the topics:  
 
Workshop The principle-based definition of sustainability (Karl-Henrik Robèrt et al., 2013) 
(Appendix 7): A workshop was executed with all seven project team members, explaining the 
principle based-definition with the help of illustrations provided by (Alexandre Magnin, 2013b) 
(Alexandre Magnin, 2013a).  
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Workshop Triple bottom line (Appendix 8): A workshop was executed with all seven project team 
members, explaining the triple bottom line and practical translation of the triple bottom line by an 
assignment for all members. The assignment was to indicate which indicators they use for decision-
making for their tasks and to place these indicators within the three divisions of the triple bottom 
line. The result was a range of different answers and showed different motivation levels within the 
company.    

 

Workshop Life cycle thinking and life cycle assessment (Appendix 9): A workshop was executed 
with all seven project team members, explaining the Life cycle thinking and practical translation of 
life cycle thinking by an assignment to make with all members an LCI of a product. The assignment 
created discussions on life cycle steps and identified to the employees that the company did not 
know all information on the product life cycle steps.  
 
Second, the project implemented two project-based approaches via  
 
• Project CSR (Appendix 10); was executed by two members of the project team (Management 

and Purchasing department) and an external member of Nauta within multiple meetings. The 
results of these sessions were education on what risks to identify concerning CSR within the 
supply chain (primarily focused on social sustainability) and a code of conduct for Themans and 
its suppliers.  

 
• Project D4S re-design (Appendix 11); was executed by three members of the project team 

(R&D department and Purchasing department) within multiple meetings. The results of these 
sessions were education on design for sustainability (primarily focused on ecological 
sustainability) and actions to improve the sustainability of the ‘ALU voordeurbeslag PC92 BI/BU 
(40mm)’ door fitting product.  

 
Third, the project aimed to cooperate with a regional company called Auping. Auping changed to 
sustainable development more than eleven years ago and was contacted to inspire and explain to 
Themans what the transition required for Auping. Unfortunately, this collaboration could not be 
established due to the corona situation.       
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4.3.3 Structure and overview  
The structure and overview pillar concerns the company's ability to incorporate additional product 
and process sustainability information within its procedures and systems to allow retrieval and 
communication on its sustainable development progress.   
 
4.3.3.1 Structure and overview approach  
The additional product data required for sustainable development monitoring and communication 
requires more strict notions during procedures. This preparation pillar assesses the current working 
methods and systems available at the company and advises on structuring systems.   
 
Assess the current situation  
LCM states that data and information systems are the driving force for all other life cycle 
management systems (Guido Sonnemann et al., 2015). it is advised to analyse the company's 
current data structure and notification capabilities. This analysis should research to following 
topics:  
• Standardized procedures; do the current processes within the company follow a standardized 

procedure? Standardised procedures can positively influence collecting and documenting 
product data since they structure the processes. SMEs can be less organised, which causes 
incompleteness of the product data. It is, therefore, important to incorporate standardized 
procedures within SMEs to ensure consistency.  

• Increased system capacity; are the corporate systems capable of including additional product 
data? The additional data should be visualised within the corporate systems in a structured 
overview. For the structure, the systems should be able to incorporate new product data to 
prevent the scattering of product data over multiple systems.  

• Complete life cycle product data; are there gaps in product life cycle data of the products? It is 
advised to execute a LCA meeting on the company's current monitored data and to locate 
product data gaps.  

 
Data and information management  
The data collection capacity of the company facilitates the company in obtaining information on 
the sustainable development progress of the company. Variations in data provide different 
difficulty levels to collect or transform the data into information (Figure 28).  
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Figure 28 complexity of sustainability indicators (Justin J. Keeble et al., 2003) 

The continuous improvement aspect of the framework tackles the multiple difficulty levels through 
an action execution procedure (section 4.5). This procedure addresses translating the action's goal 
into measurable outcome data. Thinking ahead to the actions outcome data, allows the company 
to create capacity in their systems to document the data. The product indicator should then be 
standardized within the company to ensure a uniform data file of all products.   
 
For example, the hypothetical action “reduce the amount of packaging material of the PC92 32mm 
ALU 5001906617” is translated to its indicators for data collection (Table 3).         
 
 
Table 3 indicators for the "reduce the amount of packaging material of the PC92 32mm ALU 5001906617" action 

PC92 32mm ALU 5001906617 V1 product 
packaging combination:  

PC92 32mm ALU 5001906617 V2 product 
packaging combination:  

Packaging materials  Packaging materials  
Packaging production processes  Packaging production processes  

Packaging production location Packaging production location 

Packaging unfolded dimensions (length, width, 
thickness)  

Packaging unfolded dimensions (length, width, 
thickness)  

Packaging empty weight  Packaging empty weight – 
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These indicators allow communication and monitoring of the action’s effect by the difference in the 
amount of used packaging material and the packaging material’s characteristics.   
 
Using the product category identification of (appendix 4), the required product data for impact 
assessment are; “Materials; manufacturing systems, factors affecting the life of the product 
(generally for this category, extending the product life reduces environment impact)” (MRM Crul, 
2009). 
 
Portfolio management   
The product portfolio provides a top-down structure and overview to the product data systems.  
Monitoring progress over time requires a comparison between product characteristics over time. 
This requires structuring products within the internal product portfolio in versions dependent on 
sustainable development intervention.  
 
4.3.3.2 Structure and overview implementation at Themans  
The structure and overview system (portfolio management) is out of the project's scope since, 
during the project, the new product manager already executed a structure and overview revision 
at Themans. The product manager function is relatively new at Themans and implies structuring 
and managing the product data concerned with the product portfolio. To avoid double work and 
maintain focus on the aim of this project to facilitate a framework for sustainable development 
incorporation, this project limits the structure and overview implementation to the analysis of the 
current situation.    
 
The current new product development processes (Appendix 12) show standardised processes. 
However, unstructured interviews with employees state that not all steps and information are filled 
into the systems. This creates concerns for a sustainable development situation which requires 
consequent documentation. Unfortunately, obtaining a view account of this system was not 
possible, for which it was not possible to investigate the system’s current situation in detail.     
For this framework pillar, the product manager should be the gatekeeper, ensuring consequent 
documentation of product data within the company’s systems.   
 
During the project, an LCA workshop was given, showing insight into product life cycle gaps. This 
workshop identified the material extraction, production, and end-of-life phases as knowledge gap 
phases. These are black boxes for the company and should be analysed for action generation within 
this or a future cycle.     
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4.3.4 Sustainability policy formation 
Policy formulation means, in this report, a top-down mission, vision, goals, generation and 
translation (section 2.2.1). The policy formulation communicates and guides the strategy 
formulation and, thus, the company’s direction. This pillar assesses the current sustainability policy 
and helps formulate a policy when this is missing within the company. 
 
4.3.4.1  Sustainability policy formation approach 
The company's mission is its culture and position basis for the company (John Pearce, 1982). It is 
formulated based on the input of both internal and external drivers. The vision is a long-term goal 
that orients the company toward its ideal position within its competitive landscape (Shannon A 
Bowen, 2018). This section analysis the current situation and inputs to generate a sustainable 
development policy. Furthermore, it facilitates advice in formulating the policy for the company.   
 
Top-level commitment analysis 
Policy formulation is executed top-down, for which it shows top-level commitment. To assess top-
level-commitment, it is advised to analyse the company’s sustainable development policy and 
usage. Resource allocation is an other indicator of top-level commitment and should, thus, for 
sustainability-oriented projects be analysed.  
 
The sustainable development policy goal   
The policy development’s goal is to include the LCT and the success statements of the TBL 
sustainability paradigm within the company's mission and long-term oriented vision. Policy 
documentation, communication and translation into the strategy and company’s activities should 
then facilitate active use. Active policy use is crucial for transparency and argument-based 
discussions on the topic.  
 
The sustainable development policy process   
Within Themans, management consists of a single person. Here the personal view toward 
sustainable development would dominate the whole SME policy. To reduce the subjectivity and 
possible usage rejection, a multidisciplinary team (including management) should brainstorm on 
the aspects and formulation of the policy. The brainstorming sessions should cover the basics of 
developing a mission and vision statement (as stated by (John Pearce, 1982)). After the 
brainstorming sessions, the company employees should be allowed to suggest alternative 
formulations for the policy. The multidisciplinary team decides whether to include the alternatives 
or not.   
 
Sustainable development policy inputs 
The basis for the formulation of the policy are the following inputs: 
• Current policy & resource allocation analysis 
• Market analysis  
• Stakeholder analysis  
• Legislation analysis  
• SWOT analysis  

Market, stakeholder, legislation, and the opportunities and threats of the SWOT analysis provide 
the company's drivers. The strength and weaknesses of the SWOT analysis ensure the incorporation 
of the company’s core competencies.    
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Embody active use of sustainability policy  
Active use of the mission and vision a partly obtained by employee influence during the process. 
Additionally, translation of the mission and vision into corporate processes is advised. Within this 
framework, this is obtained by:  

• Translation of the mission and vision into goals for the strategy  
• Translation of the mission and vision into prioritisation indicators (see Section strategy 

formulation)  
• Translation of the mission and vision into evaluation processes 
• Resource allocation    

For the active use of the mission and vision statement, the mission and vision statement should be 
undisputed since they should guide all processes within the company, top- down and should thus 
be used in all cases and not in a cherry-picking way.   
 
4.3.4.2  Sustainability policy formation implementation at Themans  
Within the project, first, the inputs were researched. Combining the stakeholder analysis 
(APPENDIX 6), the internal and external drivers identification from the D4S project (APPENDIX 11), 
the market analysis (APPENDIX 14), the legislation analysis and the opportunities and threats in the 
market showed costs and profit to be the dominant drivers of the project. The market does not 
demand sustainability, nor does legislation in the current situation. However, changing legislation 
could be identified as the second driver of the project.   
The individual analysis provided the following insights:  
 

• The stakeholder analysis (APPENDIX 6) provided a prioritised list of stakeholders and 
identified the involved stakeholder groups.   

• The legislation analysis (appendix 13) provides the following essential findings of the 
legislation research:  

o Corporate sustainability due diligence directive (CSDD) proposal legislation states 
human rights and environmental impact responsibility for the whole upper supply 
chain to the selling company. Starting with multinationals, this makes selling 
corporations in Europe responsible for human rights violations and environmental 
impact problems due to the production of their product or service. Indicated is a 
later introduction to SMEs based on their influence on their supply chain. 
Additionally, this is a driving force since banks providing investments started 
requiring documentation of corporate social responsibility. 

o “Wet Zorgplicht Kinderarbeid” in the Netherlands is a proposed law stating that 
selling corporations should prevent child labour within their upper supply chain to 
the best of their capabilities. 

o ‘Bouwbesluit 2012’ states requirements for almost energy-neutral new house 
delivery and limited impact on the environment while building a new house. 

Thus, the legislation analysis shows an increasing focus on sustainability impact within 
upcoming legislation. Providing requirements in the future for Themans.    

• The allocated resources findings show no allocation of resources to sustainable 
improvement projects. The thesis assignment was also stated to be the first sustainable 
improvement project for the company.  

• The market analysis (APPENDIX 14) shows that the market segment in which Themans is 
active is highly focused on cost-price and quality marks. Here SKG is the current dominant 
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quality mark. For sustainability, no quality mark is yet incorporated by the market, although 
competitors show some incorporation of ISO (14001 and 9001) and cradle-to-cradle 
certification. Additionally, statements on competitors' websites show the introduction of 
SDG to some of the competitors' companies. However, the method of implementation 
could not be retrieved from the competitors.  

• The SWOT analysis (APPENDIX 15) states the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats of Themans. Here the SWOT showed, among other things, the strength and 
opportunities of Themans to be the flexibility and speed with which the company can 
respond to the changing market. The accompanying weakness of the company is the lack 
of structure and documentation during its activities. The lack of structured procedures does 
allow them to react quickly. However, retrieving information on the process and created 
product data is challenging.  
Another interesting weakness, in line with section 4.3.3.1 (Structure and overview 
approach), was the broad portfolio and customer specialisation. Here no direction seems 
to guide the processes, making Themans focused on facilitating specific solutions for 
specific customers instead of creating products for a broader range of customers. This focus 
is also visual in the lack of a market research department within the company and could 
create a dependency on the current customers. A high dependency on current customers 
creates threats for the company.     

 
Second, the current policy of Themans was analysed. The marketing department of partner 
company Nauta created the current vision and mission statement of Themans (Figure 29). Nauta 
did not involve Themans employees, nor did it properly communicate the statements with 
Themans. The creation process results in a lack of awareness and resistance to using the mission 
and vision statement (obtained from statements made during the second brainstorming session for 
the new mission and vision formulation).  
Additionally, Themans has a commercial strategy, a ten-year plan, called the Themans train. The 
company's current strategy will not be documented within this thesis, but the company's focus is 
to obtain a specific revenue target by increasing the amount of sold products. The case companies’ 
strategy includes no specific plan concerning sustainability.  
 

Mission in Dutch  Translated mission to English  
S2 staat voor hang- en sluitwerk producten die 
voor en met de bouwer ontwikkeld zijn. We zijn 
niet alleen leverancier van een product, maar 
nodigen onze klanten letterlijk en figuurlijk uit 
aan onze tekentafel om gezamenlijk zorg te 
dragen voor verbeteringen en nieuwe 
oplossingen. We durven daarbij te investeren 
in duurzame (maatwerk)producten sterk 
gericht op eenvoud van montage. Dit in 
combinatie met functioneel bedieningsgemak 
en een subtiel gevoel voor detail maakt dat S2 
past in ieder interieur en een geliefd merk is in 
de bouwketen en bij de eindgebruiker. 
 
 
 

S2 stands for hardware products developed for 
and with the builder. We are not just a supplier 
of a product, but invite our customers literally 
and figuratively to our drawing board to jointly 
take care of improvements and new solutions. 
We dare to invest in sustainable (customized) 
products with a strong focus on simplicity of 
assembly. This combined with functional ease 
of operation and a subtle sense of detail makes 
S2 fit into any interior and a popular brand in 
the building chain and with the end user. 
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Vision in Dutch  Translated vision to English  
S2 wil de betrouwbare partner zijn voor de hele 
bouwketen. Van de verwerker in de 
timmerindustrie, ijzerwaren vakhandelaar, 
projectinrichter tot aan de aannemer of zzp’ er 
op de bouwplaats. Dit doen we door intensief 
samen te werken en de verwerker te ontzorgen 
met innovatieve en universele 
totaaloplossingen op het gebied van hang- en 
sluitwerk passend bij het element (kozijn, 
raam, deur). Met de duurzaamheidsambitie om 
in toekomst bij het productieproces gebruik te 
maken circulaire materialen. 

S2 wants to be the reliable partner for the 
entire construction chain. From the processor 
in the carpentry industry, hardware dealer, 
project designer to the contractor or self-
employed person on the construction site. We 
do this by cooperating intensively and relieving 
the processor with innovative and universal 
total solutions in the field of hinges and locks 
appropriate to the element (frame, window, 
door). With the sustainability ambition to use 
circular materials in the production process in 
the future. 

Figure 29 Vision and Mission statement Of Themans by Nauta 

Third, a sustainable development policy was formulated (APPENDIX 16). Two brainstorming 
sessions were executed to obtain the mission and vision statement (and core values). During these 
sessions, the number of participants from the project team was three. Management was not able 
to be part of the brainstorming. The mission and vision were, however, sent for feedback to 
management. Unfortunately, management could not provide feedback on the mission and vision.  
The brainstorming sessions used a preparation assignment to obtain individual statements of the 
mission, vision and core values since it was thought that this assignment would create a safe starting 
space to reflect on the personal thoughts on the mission and vision of the Themans by the 
employees. One participant filled in the preparation assignment, for which the first brainstorming 
session was altered to include an individual and group part.   
 
Findings of the sessions:  
 

Mission in Dutch  Translated mission to English  

“Bij S2 geloven we dat duurzaam bouwen 
zonder in te leveren op kwaliteit, veiligheid of 
gemak mogelijk is. 

Daarom streven wij naar het ontwikkelen van 
continue innovatieve betrouwbare totaal 
oplossingen geoptimaliseerd voor de hang & 
sluitwerk verwerkingsindustrie. 

Met ons brede assortiment aan hang & 
sluitwerk en onze service helpen wij de 
verwerkingsindustrie om de juiste oplossing te 
vinden.” 

 

 

 

 

“At Themans, we believe building sustainably 
can be without compromising on high quality, 
high safety, ease of use. 
 
Therefore we aim to continuously develop 
innovative, quality, complete solutions 
optimised for the door fitting processing 
industry. 
 
With our broad assortment of door fitting 
products and our service, we aim to help our 
customers to find the right solution.” 
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vision in Dutch  Translated vision to English  

“Dé Duurzame totaal oplossing worden voor de 
verwerkingsindustrie” 

“Becoming thé sustainable complete offering 
company of door fittings for the door fitting 
processing industry.”  
 

 
The mission and vision, as stated within these sessions, do not mention the specific TBL corporate 
success goals. Instead, a more vague sustainability statement is used within the formulation. 
However, the sustainable claim refers to the TBL success division shown during the translation 
brainstorming session (APPENDIX 17) from the mission and vision into goals and indicators. The 
mission and vision translation resulted in the following division into four sustainable development 
goals:  

• Ecological sustainable development goal  
• Social, sustainable development goal  
• Economic sustainable development goal 
• Commercial viability  
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4.4 Formulate strategy 
The company's strategy shows a roadmap of actions to obtain the company’s sustainable 
development goal. The strategy formulation exists out of three phases, which will be elaborated on 
in the following sections:  

• Action generation phase (section 4.4.1) 
• Action prioritisation phase (section 4.4.2) 
• Action plan formulation (section 4.4.3) 

 

4.4.1 Action generation phase 
The action generation phase is a divergence phase, which aims to generate as many actions to 
obtain the goal as possible. This section covers the approaches to guide action generation and the 
implementation at Themans.  
 
4.4.1.1 Action generation phase approach  
The action generation phase is a divergence phase which aims to formulate a large, diverse set of 
options to solve a problem or obtain a goal. The success of idea generation depends on a 
combination of a clear topic description, the contributors set and the techniques used for idea 
generation. 
 
Clear topic description  
The most important for the brainstorming sessions is the clarity of the goal for which actions or 
solutions should be generated. For the sustainability strategy formulation this is based on 
understanding what sustainable development is for the company and how the company can reduce 
its impact. Translating this to the topic per session for the idea generation sessions is also essential.  
It is advised to undertake an idea generation session per the applicable life cycle step of the 
product(s). The applicable life cycle steps of the products can be identified using (Appendix 4). 
Per life cycle step, actions for the three divisions provided by the triple bottom line should be 
considered to ensure all aspects of sustainability are included. 
 
The contributors set  
For this step within the framework, it is advised to invite the expert layer to participate in their 
expertise life cycle session (see section 4.2.1 project team formation approach). All contributors 
should be educated on the topic. To contribute within the action generation session, knowledge of 
the principle-based sustainability definition (Karl-Henrik Robèrt et al., 2013), life cycle thinking and 
the triple bottom line is strongly advised (see section 4.3.2.1 knowledge certainty approach).  
 
An external guide could best guide the action generation sessions. The reason for external guidance 
is the current knowledge gaps applicable at Themans and the importance of participation of 
Themans employees. The guide of the action generation sessions should know brainstorming 
techniques and group dynamics and should have had the same education as the project team.  
 
Techniques for idea generation 
For the idea generation, it is suggested to execute brainstorming sessions consisting of an 
educational basis and topic clarification part and a brainstorming part. During these sessions, 
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workshop techniques can generate more input from the contributors (Sasja Dirkse-Hulscher & 
Angela  Talen, 2007). Example techniques from (Sasja Dirkse-Hulscher & Angela  Talen, 2007) are:  

• The golden rules technique: provides a base set of rules for the workshop and allows 
correction of contributors if they provide counterproductive inputs. This rule clarifies “the 
rules of the game” to all contributors.    

• Individual post-it brainstorm technique: activates all contributors and causes all of them to 
deliver ideas instead of a small group.  

• The opposite goal brainstorm technique: applies to contributors with little familiarity with 
the topic. This technique switches the goal one-hundred-eighty degrees and allows 
contributors to generate ideas to increase the company's negative impact. Increasing a 
negative is often easier than reducing one. It then makes it more insightful for participants 
on how to decrease the impact.  

 
Requirements actions  
Not all actions apply to the prioritisation process. Some requirements are therefor listed to guide 
the process:  

• The level of detail of the actions should be specific. SMART is not required for the actions 
since this is not time efficient. However, the action's goal and details should be specific for 
communication and to find potential dependencies.   

• The actions should be independent. The prioritisation method filters out actions on the 
impact and effort, not their dependency or independency. The system can potentially filter 
out the dependent actions due to an increased economic risk they portrait with little 
certainty on ROI and high effort. However, specific prioritisation of independency of the 
actions is not filtered out and could thus cause difficulties. For this reason, it is advised to 
include only independent actions within the set.  

 

4.4.1.2 Action generation phase Implementation at Themans   
No external parties were included except the master thesis student to guide the process for the 
idea generation.  
The impact profile overview (APPENDIX 4) (MRM Crul, 2009) classified the necessary product 
lifecycle steps. The product portfolio of Themans exists out of passive products. Passive products 
have the following impact profile: “Then the key impact areas will be in the materials 
extraction/processing, manufacturing and end of life. Use-phase impacts will be low. With the side 
note: watch for maintenance inputs for use phase (e.g., cleaning).”.  
The sustainable design responses then focus on: “A1: Selection of low impact materials, A2: 
Materials use, A3: Packaging, B1: Production and manufacturing, B2: Distribution and transport in 
all phases of the product life cycle: logistic distance, mode and efficiency, C1: Improve the social 
and economic benefits of manufacturing, D1(high priority): Extending initial product lifetime, D2: 
End of life systems”(APPENDIX 3).  
 
The categories stated in the overview were intended to structure the brainstorming sessions. 
However, due to time competition between this project and another corporate project, little 
available time forced it into one brainstorming session with three out of seven contributors. These 
brainstorming sessions included multiple applicable life cycle stages (APPENDIX 18). The three 
techniques were used in the workshop to increase the amount of input. These techniques were 
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helpful, and the participants enjoyed the brainstorm. The outcome of the brainstorming was thirty-
five actions. 
An individual brainstorming technique called the snowball email (Sasja Dirkse-Hulscher & Angela  
Talen, 2007) was then used to increase the limited amount of thirty-five actions. This email led to a 
second brainstorming session with two out of seven contributors and a contributor from outside 
the project team. This guided session led to a specification and expansion of the actions, obtaining 
145 actions (for the whole list (see excel file), for an example of the action list, see (Table 4)).      
Important note, some contributors from the project team stated that they had no previous 
experience with brainstorming. The golden rules helped them to clarify what was asked of them.  
 
Table 4 snapshot of the generated actions list 

Number  Actions description  

4 Aluminium veiligheidsbeslag 40mm re-design for disassembly & repair 

24 CET re-design using recycled materials 

46 Make upstream supply chain packaging using recycled materials    

49 Package door fittings more efficient; using fewer materials and less air transport  

76 Change production location towards Europe  

98 Glijlagerscharnieren offer refurbisching on product  

131 agree/apply to a Code of conduct for transport partner I 

142 create a yearly education budget per employee at Themans for them to allocate (in agreement)  

146 Use a second source in Europe for the CET  

 
4.4.2 Action prioritisation phase  
Prioritising actions is a multi-criteria-decision-making process in which actions are ranked based on 
their scores for specific indications of sustainable developmental success for the company. The 
action prioritisation phase scores the value of the generated actions, providing an order of best 
actions to execute. 
 
4.4.2.1 Action prioritisation phase approach  
The action prioritisation method depends on a combination of indicator translation and weighing 
the indicators (derived from section 2.2.2 Multi-Criteria Decision-Making). 
 
Indicator translation 
The used indicator set within the prioritisation method depends both on the accurate translation 
of the corporate success statement and the usability requirements of use.  
For usability, the method should ensure SMEs can execute the method with their resource 
limitations (little required knowledge, little required time, little costs). The indicator set should also 
cope with the uncertainties associated with the development nature of the actions. (Figure 30) 
provides the set of criteria for the usability of the prioritisation method.  
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Figure 30 Goal for the usability of the prioritisation model  for Themans 

 
The corporate success statements are already introduced in the analysis (section 2.1.2). For 
accurate translation of these into indicators, a brainstorming session is advised. The translation 
session starts with the corporate mission statement and translates these into corporate success 
statements. The translation should then be done further into indicators for assessment of potential 
actions. The indicator set should:  

• Cope with the uncertain nature of predictions  
• Cope with the time pressure in which it should be usable 
• Aim for a small set of indicators representative of the complete picture (for speed of use)  
• Be easy to understand for the user 
• Work with ordinal data with a quantitative nature or representation  

 
 
Prioritisation of indicators into weighing formula  
Part of the prioritisation method is weighing the prioritisation indicators. The weighing is based on 
subjective value judgements on the importance of indicators. Creating a criteria tree is advised to 
visualise the perceived importance of the indicators.  
 
For the efficiency of the prioritisation method, the prioritisation of indicators should also identify 
the independent and dependent indicators. Prioritising actions first on independent indicators 
allows for efficient discarding of actions. It is advised to make a flow chart of the dependencies 
between indicators to show how to tackle the prioritisation process and reduce the required time 
for the process.   
 
4.4.2.2 Action prioritisation phase Implementation at Themans   
For the ease of use and reproduction of the prioritisation within Themans, the prioritisation is 
shaped into an impact-effort diagram for decision-making with sustainable development actions as 
subjects.    
 
Derived from the theoretical analysis and the brainstorming session ‘mission and vision translation 
to corporate success goals and indicator’ (APPENDIX 17), the prioritisation formula exists out of:  

• Ecological sustainable development goal (Ecological impact factor)  
• Social, sustainable development goal (Social impact factor) 
• Economic sustainable development goal (Economic impact factor) 

Criteria 

subgoals

goal Usable for 
Themans (SME)

Cope with 
uncertainty

Knowledge 
uncertainty 

Development 
uncertainty 

Applicable to SME 

Clear usable 
indicators

representative for 
sustainability 

improvements 
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• Commercial viability factor 
• SME limitations and Themans specific limitations (stated as the corporate effort) 

The prioritisation of Themans’ success goals and the usability criteria for the prioritisation model 
result in the following prioritisation formula combination:  
 
Equation 1 The ROI formula 

(𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭 − 𝑪𝑪)
𝑪𝑪

× 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏% = 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 

 
Equation 2 The sustainable development impact-effort formula 

(𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 + 𝑺𝑺𝑬𝑬 + 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬) × 𝑹𝑹𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑬𝑬𝑰𝑰 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺
𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑰𝑰𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑺𝑺 𝑺𝑺𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑰𝑰

 

 
The prioritisation process contains depended indicators, for which the dependency is shown in 
(Figure 31). The execution of the second prioritisation equation for the actions is dependent on the 
result of the first equation, the ROI formula, as shown in (Figure 31).  

 
Figure 31 Dependency of prioritisation indicator values 

 
This section continuous by explaining the scoring method per indictor group, starting with the ROI 
factor.  
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ROI Factor  
The ROI factor indicates the commercial viability contribution of the action. This factor is used since 
it indicates the commercial viability without the need for a market acceptance indicator (which 
cannot be executed by Themans due to the lack of a marketing department and low interest in 
sustainability currently in the market). A minimum value of 35% ROI is used for this project at 
Themans. A value below 35% discards the action, reducing the time for prioritisation.  
 
Ecological impact factor  
The Ecological impact factor indicates the action's contribution to reducing the negative ecological 
impact of the company. For prioritisation, the 9R ladder is used. The 9R ladder is the best ecological 
success prioritisation option because:  

• It works with the predictive nature of the actions 
• It is time efficient due to the complete representation of sustainability for industrial 

products like the door fitting products of Themans 
• It requires little effort to fill in, 
• It allows for differentiation between high-impact and low-impact actions since the higher 

on the 9R-ladder, the lower the environmental pressure on the products production phases 
(José Potting and Aldert Hanemaaijer (eds.) et al., 2018).  

• It focuses on the production phases, which aligns with the passive product portfolio.  
The 9R-ladder score starts at zero (not applicable) and goes to the highest score, ‘refuse’ (ten 
points) (Figure 32).  
 

 
Figure 32 prioritisation scoring for the ecological sustainable development goal 
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Social impact factor: 
The social impact factor indicates the action's contribution to reducing the negative social impact 
of the company. For prioritisation, Maslow's hierarchy of needs pyramid is used. The hierarchy of 
needs pyramid is the best social success prioritisation option because:  

• It orients Themans to fill basic needs first, referring to, for example, a safe workspace in the 
whole supply chain.  

• It provides prioritisation beyond human rights  
• It overcomes measurability difficulties  

The Maslow's hierarchy of needs scoring starts at zero (not applicable) and goes to the highest 
score, Self-fulfilment needs action, given that the psychological needs and basic needs are met in 
the applied situation (6 points) (Figure 33). 
 

 
Figure 33 prioritisation scoring for the social sustainable development goal 
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Economic impact factor: 
The economic impact factor indicates the action's contribution to reducing the negative economic 
impact of the company. The risk matrix is combined for prioritisation with a classification of the 
action's expected profit. The risk matrix is the best economic success prioritisation option because:  

• It results in risk avoidence 
• It reduces the company's dependencies, contributing to the corporate aim to maintain 

flexibility.   
• It contributes to resilience by identification of risks  
• Risk avoidance is a long-term resilience indicator  

However, it does not state a short-term economic impact indicator. The profit classification is, for 
this reason, included. The profit classification requires the profits of the actions to be ordered and 
split into five categories. This classification then indicates the short-term economic impact of the 
actions.      
Together they do not provide a specific complete picture since sponsoring local sports clubs is 
omitted. This indicator was perceived as minimum contributing to the economic impact; thus, for 
simplicity and to limit fill-in time left out of the factor.    
  
The scoring of economic sustainability impact requires identifying the current related social, 
ecological, and economic risks and predicting the risks’ reductions or increases due to the action.  
The risk matrix scoring starts at zero (no risk diversion) and goes to the highest score when an 
extreme risk is completely reduced (24 points) (Figure 34).  
 
 

 
Figure 34 prioritisation scoring for the economic sustainable development goal 
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Impact size factor: 
The impact size factor indicates the impacted area per product and the number of products. The 
size is required for the prioritisation formula since it shows the action’s volume and, thus, its impact 
volume.  
The scoring uses a five-category ordinal scale. This scale leaves room for uncertainty since 
predicting the number of products or the percentage within the product can be tricky (as 
acknowledged by the participants filling in the prioritisation model).   
 
The percentage scoring starts at one (action applies to less than 20% of the product) and goes to 
the highest score; the action applies to more than 80% of the product (5 points) (Figure 35). 
  

Figure 35 prioritisation scoring for the impacted size within the product 

 
The number of products scoring starts at one (the action applies to a relatively small amount of 
products) and goes to the highest score; the action applies to more than 80% of the product. The 
action applies to a large number of products (5 points) (Figure 36). 
 

Figure 36 prioritisation scoring for the impacted number of products 

 
Corporate effort factor 
The corporate effort factor indicates the required effort to execute the actions. Effort for the 
company is split up into:   

• Required time 
• Required knowledge  
• Required amount of employees  
• Required technology 
• Required financial means 

For this, a Likert scale categorisation is used to translate qualitative ordinal data into discrete 
quantitative data. The best score for all indicators is one point since the corporate effort factor is 
the denominator of the equation (Figure 37, Figure 38, Figure 39, Figure 40, Figure 41).    
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1. Time factor During the project it was not possible to obtain a scoring mechanism for the 
time indicator. The time indicator is dependent on the percentage of the weekly available 
working hours per average action project team member. The percentages, which indicate 
the scoring, are dependent on the maximum allowed weekly working hours per average 
action project team member by the company. These percentages could unfortunately not 
be established in this project.  

Figure 37 prioritisation scoring for the time factor 

2. Knowledge factor. The knowledge factor indicates the required investment to obtain the 
knowledge required for the execution of the action. Lack of knowledge can also provide 
more uncertainty and difficulties for the project.   

Figure 38 prioritisation scoring for the knowledge factor 

3. Required employees factor. The amount of employees at Themans is limited. If an action 
requires multiple employees from multiple departments, “normal work” might suffer from 
the lack of time. When the “normal work” suffers, this might damage the reputation.     

Figure 39 prioritisation scoring for the ‘required employees’ factor 
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4. Required technology factor. The technology factor indicates the required investment to 
obtain the technology required for the execution of the action.  

Figure 40 prioritisation scoring for the required technology factor 

5. Required financial means factor: During the prioritisation brainstorm session, it was 
mentioned that Themans tried to develop five new products (including redesigning 
packaging) per year. This value is used for the financial resources indicator. The financial 
resource indicator is dependent on the percentage of the R&D budget and the targeted 
R&D innovations annually.   

Figure 41 prioritisation scoring for the required financial means factor 
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4.4.2.1 prioritisation results 
It was not possible to complete the filling in process of the prioritisation model during the project. 
The attached excel file shows the overview of indicators and the partly filled-in data (M.G. 
Hoevenagel, 2022b).  
The data that was provided allowed a discarding round of the actions based on their risk 
contribution or reduction (Figure 42). From the original 145 generated actions, 20 could be 
discarded since they provided an increased overall risk to the company. Eighteen were indicated as 
a potential risk since they contributed to a specific risk factor, but also reduced other risks. These 
were also discarded, but they could both potentially be used in a future state of the company. This 
left 107 Actions which should be further prioritised.  
However, none of the actions were prioritised on their ROI performance since this data was not 
provided. The resulting action set is thus not representable for the actual action set for the company 
but does reduce the action set.       
 

 

Figure 42 prioritisation decision tree project fill-in 
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4.4.3 Decide on actions to execute  
Making an impact-effort matrix overview is advised to visualise the prioritisation (Lean six sigma 
academy B.V., 2020)( Figure 43). The impact-effort matrix indicates four categories of prioritised 
data:  

1. Quick-wins (high impact, low effort); can easily be changed and should thus be executed 
first. 

2. Major projects (high impact, high effort); require high effort and thus require planning.   
3. Not Now (low impact, low effort); execute when high in resources; otherwise, other options 

are better, thus also require planning.  
4. Do not do (low impact, high effort); avoid these options since they waste time.  

The order of the four categories guides the order to execute the ranked actions. Additionally, it is 
advised to initiate pilot projects due to Themans’ resource limitations to execute the actions. An 
important note for the pilot projects is to ensure the applicability of the execution of the action for 
its full impact size.  
 
 

 
Figure 43 impact-effort matrix for lean prioritizing projects based on (Lean six sigma academy B.V., 2020) 

 

 
This chapter illustrated the framework and elaborated on the normative and strategic management 
level parts. The next chapter will declare the use requirements for a SME.   
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Chapter 5 Declaration for 
generalisation of the method towards 
SME use   
This chapter explores the possibilities and requirements for implementing the framework by a SME. 
It first declares the requirements for the usage of the framework. Second, it provides an 
implementation booklet for SMEs to implement the framework.    
 

5.1 Declaration of framework use  
This report focuses primarily on the implementation of the framework by Themans. For this reason, 
specific adjustments and made to the framework. This section lists the specification for 
implementation by Themans. The list of the specific adjustments provides the requirements of 
applicability for another SME.   
 
The theoretical basis of the framework, the analysis of this report, focused on Themans’ context. 
This focus can be seen in the characterisation of Themans and the translation of the desired future 
state toward Themans' applicable success goals.  
The focus areas provide the following requirements to SMEs for the use of this framework: 

• The company should be an SME; This framework is specified for SME use. The specification 
can be seen in, for example, disconnecting the ROI formula. This relation between the 
equations makes the sustainable development impact effort equation dependent on profit. 
The profitability of every project is more crucial for SMEs than for larger companies.  

• The SME should be a B2B company with a customer relations department and customer 
relations analysis capabilities similar to Themans; Due to the marketing analysis capabilities 
of Themans, the prioritisation uses an ROI prediction formula based on their procedure to 
predict NPD success. A company with a higher customer relations analysis capability could 
better include a more specific VOC input for the commercial viability formula.     

• The SME should produce products in the tech cycle of the circular economy outline; The 
prioritisation method uses the circular economy tech cycle to score the action's potential 
ecological impact reduction. The products designed or produced by the SME should thus 
fall within the CE tech cycle.   

• The products of the SME should meet the requirements of CE; CE does not apply to all 
product types. Products that experience rapid technological innovations counter the long-
lifetime aspect of CE and are thus not applicable to this framework.  

• The SME employees should be in the contemplation phase or preparation phase; The 
framework provides information and helps structure a plan for sustainable development, 
which is most in line with these two phases.  

• The SME should prioritise sustainable development; Without priority to sustainable 
development, the implementation of the framework will deliver few results and thus be of 
little value to the SME    
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When the SME meets these requirements, the framework can apply to them. They can therefore 
use the framework. However, it is advised to be cautious when applying the framework since 
translation toward the SME can be acquired.   
 
 
 
 

5.2 SME implementation plan framework 
 
The implementation plan and the prioritisation method of the framework are provided externally 
from this document. These documents can be used by SMEs to guide their transition process, given 
that the requirements are met (M.G. Hoevenagel, 2022a, 2022b).  
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Chapter 6 Conclusion & 
recommendations   
This chapter reflects on the project and its accomplishments. It reflects on the project's success due 
to the framework's ability to incorporate the required topics and facilitate the required activities. 
It then reflects on the project's process, elaborating on the strengths and weaknesses of the project  
execution and recommending activities to improve the project's process in the future. Finally, it 
recommends further research based on this project's findings.     

6.1 Conclusion 
The project’s goals were to provide a normative and strategic management level framework for 
Themans to obtain sustainable development within the company and to establish the application 
requirements of the framework for SME use. The project’s analysis phase provided a requirements 
list for the sustainable development framework (APPENDIX 5). Based on the listed requirements, 
the following concluding statements can be made on the framework’s successfulness in directing 
Themans on a normative and strategic level toward sustainable development.  
 
Successfulness framework in directing Themans toward sustainable development  
The framework successfully incorporates the sustainable development desired future state topics 
to a Themans appropriate level. The principle-based definition, translations of the TBL, and LCT are 
all included in the framework. However, the TBL incorporation is not entirely complete due to 
decisions during translation.  

• The economic sustainability translation toward the economic success goal for Themans 
does not prioritise on the triple bottom line indicator supporting actions by the company 
for the local community. The framework uses in stead risk management for resilience and 
independence since these are more applicable to the current situation at Themans. To 
maintain the simplicity and efficiency of the prioritisation method this indicator is not 
added as an independent indicator.  

• The economic sustainability translation toward the economic success goal for Themans 
excludes a specific voice-of-customer input (VOC), limiting the commercial viability factor's 
power in prioritising sustainable development actions since it lacks a market value for 
sustainable development actions. However, it is in line with the market response to this 
research and the limited voice-of-customer capabilities of the company. 

The transition process from the current to the desired state within this framework successfully 
facilitates the generation and prioritisation of sustainable development actions as stated in the 
requirements. However, the transition process has one crucial dependency that this framework can 
not ensure, motivation. The transition process within this framework initiates multiple alternations 
to the current working method of the company. For the success of the overall framework, 
motivation and commitment are crucial. The framework does stress the importance of resource 
allocation, leadership and the top-down approach (formulating a mission and vision) to establish 
commitment. However, on the individual employee level, it does identify but does not cope with 
the range of different behaviour change stages. It thus primarily provides the jump from 
preparation to action and secondary provides the jump from contemplation to preparation.  
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The Themans employees show a range of behaviour change stages, with the majority in the 
contemplation stage, for which employee level commitment and motivation are the dependencies 
for successfully implementing the framework.  
 
The project suffered because of the different prioritisation choices during the course of the project. 
The course of the project first raised the motivation within the company. However, due to the 
reorganisation, the priority and motivation of a part of the company changed. The change in 
prioritisation showed in the low attendance during brainstorming sessions. The low attendance 
reduced the power of the project since not all steps could be executed in the intended way, and 
not all steps could obtain broad multidisciplinary inputs.    
 
The project identified the characteristics and limitations of Themans and included these into the 
framework (via, for example, the corporate success goals). The implementation of the normative 
and strategic level framework parts showed successful implementation of parts of the framework 
by the participating Themans employees.  
The characteristic limitations for Themans and SMEs in general, knowledge gaps and lack of 
documentation for the initiation toward sustainable development are outlined within this 
framework. The project covered the company’s knowledge gap through education workshops, 
projects, and guided brainstorming sessions. However, the project could not entirely overcome the 
knowledge gap due to the lack of possible incorporation of external parties and the declining 
motivation. These factors reduce the power of the framework's implementation during the project 
and make the outcome more subjective to a small group of participants. The workshops did, 
however, seem to raise interest in initiating sustainable development implementation at the 
company by the participants.  
The lack of documentation within the project provided difficulties since not all information could 
be easily obtained. The project could, therefore, not complete testing the implementation on the 
normative and strategic levels of the framework. Notes and pictures of the meetings and this report 
function as the documentation of this project.  
 
Applicability and use for SME sustainable development.  
The framework can guide other SMEs to initiate and guide their transition process toward 
sustainable development. However, due to the framework’s development analysis specifications 
on Themans, SMEs should comply with the declaration of use within this report.  
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6.2 Recommendations  
The dependency on intrinsic motivation and commitment (or prioritisation) is vital to the transition 
but also to the framework implementation. The company's prioritisation toward the re-
organisation to become a brand made it difficult to state if the framework was successful since the 
current implementation could not always follow its procedures. During the project, the priority 
decreased due to the rising priority concerned with the company's restructuring. However, the 
project’s course required increased priority from the company as the project progressed. For 
example, this resulted in the company being unable to provide all data required to fill in the 
prioritisation method during the project.        
Prioritisation is, among other things, influenced by the employee level jump from contemplation to 
preparation and the lack of prompting external driving forces. To properly test the framework's 
functionality, the company is recommended to execute the framework in its completeness, with 
the highest prioritisation.    
 
Recommendation for the execution of the complete framework:   
Special attention should be focused on employees' different views on sustainable development. 
The dependency on individual employees within a small company is high, so first, the employees’ 
views within the project team should be in the same direction. 
  
For the project team, it is stressed to include representatives from the ‘subject’ and ‘key player’ 
groups of the stakeholder analysis and facilitate sessions in which the external partners are invited 
to think with on the sustainable development topics of Themans.  
 
Generating more sustainable development actions per product life cycle phase is recommended, 
since the larger project group will be able to provide more specific and relevant actions.   
Requesting external guidance or expert help to guide these sessions is further recommended since 
a large group should all work together toward one goal.   
 
From the execution of the framework's complete normative and strategic management levels, it is 
recommended to identify the required actions for Themans. The required actions go beyond 
sustainable development actions since preparation actions are required first.     
 
As a statement of proactivity, Themans could request an external third party to execute a 
sustainability benchmark (based on a LCA) of their best-sold door fitting product. The benchmark 
will show the current sustainability state of the product. The benchmark will educate the company 
on the assessment, provide new data for the best-sold product, and can later showcase the 
progress made with the sustainable development actions (if the same product is assessed again). 
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6.3 Further research  
This section uses the results and conclusions of this report to identify required areas for further 
research. The section covers further research to complement the framework. Further research 
complements the current framework and suggests alternations for future use of the framework.  
 
Complementing research  
The framework requires systems, currently not yet in the correct form at the company, referring to 
a continuous improvement education and portfolio-based structuring system. It is advised to 
research the required shape of these systems further.  
Further research on procedures for the operational level steps of the framework is also advised. 
Themans has procedures for, among other things, NPD and evaluation of projects. Giving substance 
to the operational steps is advised to be further researched.           
Since these further research topics are quite specific and have a clear scope, the execution could 
be done as a graduation assignment in combination with a knowledge institute.    
 
Future framework improving research 
The lack of a voice-of-customer input (VOC) limits the commercial viability factor's power in 
prioritising sustainable development actions since the value of sustainability improvements within 
the market is not directly incorporated into the formula. This is in line with the market response to 
this research and the limited voice-of-customer capabilities of the company. However, for the 
continuous improvement of the company and the system, it is advised to incorporate a VOC 
indicator within the formula's future commercial viability factor. H.C.Theisens et al. suggest the 
KANO model and the VOC analysis to identify the voice of customers (H.C.Theisens et al., 2020). 
Including this input requires the company to include a marketing department capable of obtaining 
the input data.  
 
Additional research on the economic sustainability factor of corporate resilience is required. In 
recent history, Covid provided research focus on corporate resilience, but the topic of resilience is 
not yet broadly researched in literature. The economic resilience indicators could therefore be 
revised to represent economic resilience better when additional research is done.  
 
Lastly, within Themans, a question arose: which sustainability quality mark could provide an 
external party guiding the sustainable development improvement process and make sustainable 
development immediately commercially marketable?  
This project avoided advising sustainability quality marks for Themans since a strategy focused on 
obtaining and maintaining a quality mark makes the company dependent on the quality mark and 
is no long-term guide. Furthermore, the door fitting market has no dominant quality mark like the 
wood industry (FSC) (APPENDIX 14). A quality mark could then direct the company towards 
sustainability requirements for a mark that the customer would not recognise. Additionally, it could 
mean no education on the topic and no continuous sustainable development improvements by 
Themans, but only stated adjustments to maintain the quality mark, which provides a green-
washing risk.  
The marketing quality of the quality marks is thus excluded from the project. In a further stage of 
sustainable development incorporation, the marketing value of quality marks could be researched 
for usability by the company.     
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Appendix  
Appendix 1) questionnaire sustainability customers 
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Appendix 2) EPDs of Themans examples 
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Appendix 3) Characterisation of product impacts based on product characteristics in 
combination with the specific design focus approached (MRM Crul, 2009) 
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Appendix 4) Design focus approaches (MRM Crul, 2009) 
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Appendix 5) List of requirements derived from the theoretical background  
 

Overview of the framework requirements obtained from literature  
 Desired sustainable development 

future state 
Requirement 

 Definition of sustainable 
development  

The framework should provide an understandable 
definition of sustainable development to facilitate 
constructive communication among the participants.  

 Triple bottom line The framework should include all three dimensions 
of sustainable corporate success (ecological, social, 
economic) within the company 

 Ecological success goal: Circular 
economy 

The framework should guide the company toward 
the circular economy goal.  

 Social success goal; Maslow’s 
hierarchy of needs 

The framework should guide the company toward 
the ‘social human rights & needs’ success goal. 

 Economic success goal; economic 
resilience    

The framework should guide the company towards 
the economic resilience goal. 

 Life cycle thinking The framework should include LCT to broaden the 
corporate responsibility paradigm during sustainable 
development activities.  

 The transition process  Requirement 
 The levels of a transition process The framework should facilitate top-down 

implementation of sustainable development to 
ensure management commitment and active use of 
the sustainable development vision.  

 The levels of a transition process The framework should incorporate bottom-up 
feedback to ensure that implementation within the 
company is successful.  

 The levels of a transition process The framework should aim to overcome resistance to 
change within the participants 

 The levels of a transition process The framework should facilitate the creation of a 
clear sustainable development vision statement to 
motivate the participants to transition toward a 
sustainable developing corporation. 

 The levels of a transition process The framework should facilitate maintaining the 
transition's momentum by including an education 
system set-up.   

 The levels of a transition process The framework should stress the importance of 
structural resource allocation for maintaining the 
momentum of the transition.  

 The levels of a transition process The framework should take into account the 
participants' stage of behaviour change  

 Sustainable development strategy The framework should facilitate generating multiple 
actions toward the sustainable development success 
goals 

 Sustainable development strategy The framework should facilitate an assessment of the 
current situation  

 Sustainable development strategy The framework should provide a transparent 
prioritization system to differentiate actions' ability 
to contribute to the sustainable development success 
goals 

 Life cycle management The framework should facilitate continuous 
improvement within the company.   
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 Life cycle management The framework should aim for implementation by a 
multidisciplinary team.  

 Life cycle management The framework should aim for implementation with 
the external help of experts and partners.  

 Sustainable development 
communication 

External sustainable development progress 
communication to all involved stakeholders should 
be part of the framework to maintain momentum.   

 Design for sustainable development The framework should aim to include sustainable 
development guidelines from D4S to assist action 
generation among participants.  

 Small-and-medium enterprise 
limitations and opportunities for 
the sustainable development 
transition process 

Requirement 

 Small-and-medium enterprise 
limitations and opportunities for the 
sustainable development transition 
process 

The framework should overcome resource 
limitations, characteristic for SMEs 

 Small-and-medium enterprise 
limitations and opportunities for the 
sustainable development transition 
process 

The action prioritization system should take into 
account the limitations for SMEs  
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Appendix 6) Stakeholder analysis  
The large portfolio and multi-layered supply chain provide a large group of involved stakeholders. 
The stakeholder analysis provides an overview of the stakeholders at play, their interest and power 
concerning the transition process towards sustainable development within Themans (Figure 44) 
and their level of direct involvement or indirect involvement (Figure 45). (Mark S. Reed et al., 2009) 
provides a stakeholder division method with four groups depending on the level of interest and 
power (Figure 44); the key players, context setters, subjects and the crowd. Further specification of 
the stakeholders is shown by the use of this categorisation.   

 
Figure 44 Power-interest stakeholders (Mark S. Reed et al., 2009) 

 
Table 5 elaboration on stakeholders 

Stakeholder group Clarification  Classification Short interest statement 
Account manager Employees at Themans Subjects Concerned with providing 

quality products with profit, 
and more and more with the 
companies sustainability 
impact (further referred to as 
Themans interest statement) 

Assembly line 
employees 

Employees at Themans Subjects Themans interest statement 

Assembly line planner Employees at Themans Subjects Themans interest statement 
Authority Dutch and European 

legislation  
Context 
setters 

Regulations to reduce the 
negative impact of companies  

Competitors Companies in the door 
fitting market 

Crowd Concerned with losing market 
share to Themans  

Cylinder assembly line 
employee 

Employees at Themans Subjects Themans interest statement 

Designers  Employees at Themans Subjects Themans interest statement 
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Direct customers Direct buyers of Themans 
products, mostly door 
industry and metal 
retailers  

Context 
setters 

Concerned with cost, profit 
alternations due to sustainable 
development  

Direct producers 
(Europe) 

Producers with direct 
contact with Themans 

Subjects Concerned with maintaining 
Themans as a partner and 
providing products with profit 

Disposal companies Downstream potential 
partners concerned with 
disassembling products 

Subjects Potentially providing services 
for Themans 

Indirect customers  Customers of direct 
Themans customers, 
consisting of contractors, 
of door fitting installation 
projects 

Context 
setters 

Concerned with cost, profit 
alternations due to sustainable 
development 

Management  Employees at Themans Key players Themans interest statement 
Partner company Asia Partner company 

providing all upstream 
supply chain actions for 
Asian produced products; 
design to production 
translation, producer 
contact, pre-selection and 
logistics to Themans  

Subjects Concerned with maintaining 
Themans as a partner  

Producers Asia  Producers with indirect 
contact with Themans 
located in Asia  

Subjects Concerned with providing 
products with profit  

Product Manager Employees at Themans Subjects Themans interest statement 
Purchaser  Employees at Themans Subjects Themans interest statement 
Quality marks  Companies providing 

quality marks on quality, 
safety and sustainability  

Crowd Providing a service to Themans 
and informing customers of the 
decision-making process 

Recycling companies Downstream potential 
partners concerned with 
recycling products 

Subjects Potentially providing services 
for Themans  

Sales employees  Employees at Themans Subjects Themans interest statement 
Standards agencies  Organisations providing 

standards for the market 
Context 
setters 

Maintaining requirements for 
the market  

Transport companies 
producers  

Shipment companies Subjects Concerned with maintaining 
Themans producers and or 
Themans using their service 

Transport companies 
to customers Themans  

Shipment companies Subjects Concerned with maintaining 
Themans using their service 

User  The user of door fitting 
materials  

Context 
setters 

Awareness and motivation are 
concerned with buying 
sustainable, high-quality 
products.   

Warehouse employee Employees at Themans Subjects Themans interest statement 
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The management of Themans has high power and interest concerning the transition process 
towards sustainable development. Employees at Themans can influence the process since the SME 
characteristic, in combination with the flat power hierarchy structure at Themans, allow this. 
However, the resources are located by the management of Themans, and the initiation of the 
transition process (in the form of this thesis project) was initiated by management at Themans. The 
theory states the importance of leadership involvement for motivation and resource allocations. 
Within the case company, the awareness concerning non-sustainable company efforts and 
intention to change the company efforts towards more sustainable efforts are acknowledged by 
management. (James O Prochaska et al., 2015) states this as a preparation stage towards 
implementing sustainability within the company. The management's interest at Themans is to act 
to the requirements of a quality mark to communicate the sustainability actions towards their 
market and have an external company to motivate the transition. Furthermore, in an unstructured 
interview, suggestions like; improving the packaging of the products by reducing the amount of 
plastic and excluding bolts, and finding out which coating is more sustainable, were suggested 
showing a specific detailed solution-oriented interest in the topic.  
 
Important to note within the key players is the absence of interest from the customer. During the 
beginning of the project, a survey was spread among customers concerning their interest in 
sustainability and the value of sustainable development at Themans (Appendix 1). This survey was 
only answered by one of thirty customers, who responded to all questions with a negative answer 
concerning sustainable development interests.    
Additionally, the nature of the product and the purchase process in which the end-user buys the 
complete door or house, including the door-fitting products, reduces the end user's authority (see 
directness of involvement by stakeholders Figure 45). Therefore, the customers of products 
(indirect buyers of Themans) are led more by cost, price and regulations. Current regulations focus 
on safety instead of sustainability. However, more and more regulations concerned with 
sustainability are addressed in common years. This, however, makes the customers' interest related 
to the authorities and standards within the market.  
 

 
Figure 45 Involvement levels of stakeholders 
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Appendix 7) The principle-based definition of sustainability (Karl-Henrik Robèrt et al., 
2013) 
This appendix shows an overview of the PowerPoint slides of the principle-based definition. This 
definition was repeated in multiple workshops and brainstorming sessions to introduce the aspects 
of the definition.  
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Appendix 8) Workshop Triple bottom line  
This appendix shows an overview of the PowerPoint slides of the Triple Bottom Line and the 
assignment results. This division was repeated in multiple workshops and brainstorming sessions 
as an introduction.  

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 46 TBL assignment-Management 
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Figure 47 TBL assignment-Designers  

  

Figure 48 TBL assignment-Customer-service 

 

Figure 49 TBL assignment-Purchaser 
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Appendix 9) Workshop Life cycle thinking and life cycle assessment  
This appendix shows an overview of the PowerPoint slides of the Life cycle thinking presentation 
and the assignment results. The LCT principle was repeated in multiple workshops and 
brainstorming sessions as an introduction.  
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Figure 50 LCT assignment_Page_1        Figure 51 LCT assignment_Page_2 
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Figure 52 LCT assignment_Page_3    Figure 53 LCT assignment_Page_4 

 

  

Figure 54 LCT assignment_Page_5    Figure 55 LCT assignment_Page_6 
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Figure 56 LCT assignment_Page_7 
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Appendix 10) CSR project: “STAPPENPLAN MVO-RISICOMANAGEMENT” (MVO 
NEDERLAND 2022, 2022) & Formulation of a Code of Conduct   
 
The STAPPENPLAN MVO-RISICOMANAGEMENT  
Not all steps could be executed during the project. The ‘stappenplan mvo-risicomanagement’ exists 
out of 8 steps which were introduced and discussed in multiple meetings:  

1. Check the current CSR policy and actions  
2. Identify the supply chain  
3. Identify the risks 
4. Prioritise the risks  
5. Take action to reduce or take away the risk, together with supply chain partners 
6. Incorporate the process into procedures and develop a complaints mechanism 
7. Monitor progress  
8. Communicate on policy and progress 

The results  
The steps resulted in the creation of a code of conduct (based on (Amfori BSCI, 2021; Ministerie van 
buitenlandsezaken, 2014; Aleksi Kivinen, 2022; International labour organization, 2019a, 2019b; 
United nations development programme, 2019; United Nations, 1948)) 
  

Stated agreements Human rights 
article(s) 

ILO principle 

1. No child labour 4 No. 182 
2. No bonded labour 4 No. 29, No.105, No. 138 
3. Occupational health and safety  3  

4. Fair remuneration  1,23 No. 100, No. 111 

5. Decent work hours  24  
6. Rights of freedom and collective bargaining 23 No. 87, No.98 

7. Special protection of young workers    

8. no discrimination  1,2 No. 100, No. 111 

9. no precarious employment    

10. ethical business behaviour   

 
The code of conduct agreements was then formulated into questions to inform at the three main 
suppliers of Themans if they could agree to these agreements. Two suppliers responded that they 
could. One had no time due to difficulties due to corona policies in the region.  
 
The meetings resulted in a statement that the code of conduct could be brought to the suppliers 
during the next physical visit and could possibly be signed.   
 
Additionally, ensuring compliance with the code of conduct was discussed. The code of conduct is 
a trust-based agreement, which causes difficulties concerning the compliance of the agreements 
by partners. For example, an authoritarian republic like China provides challenges, where enterprise 
union representation is entirely dominated by management and labour NGOs have restricted 
power (Tim Pringle et al., 2010). Alternatively, Tony’s Chocolonely, a benchmark company on social 
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sustainability, discovered 1701 times child labour in their supply chain last year despite their efforts 
(Henk Hofstede et al., 2022).  
 
(VNO-NCW et al.) provides causes for child labour; lack of schooling, culture, Globalisation and price 
pressure, and a geographical visualisation of countries where child labour is still found.  
So monitoring is required to ensure compliance with the code of conduct. Furthermore, 
independency is vital for the monitoring company to avoid conflict of interest or the appearance of 
it. Cooperation with NGO parties could full fill the role of an independent monitoring party.    

  
Figure 57 geographic child-labour risk identification overview (VNO-NCW et al.) 

An independent Asian monitoring partner was researched during this project but not yet found.    
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Appendix 11) D4S re-design project (Arne Remmen et al., 2007) 
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Appendix 12) Current new product development and production process within 
Themans   
This appendix shows an overview of the processes for NPD at Themans, starting with the R&D 
process. 

 
Research and development process of 
Themans 
The current product development process of 
Themans can be characterized as a stage-gate 
process with go/no-go decision-making. The 
process differs per project and designer but has 
a general structure (Figure 58). For the 
development of a short new product 
development process, the R&D process 
consists of three phases: the R&D concept 
phase, Tooling phase, and 0-series phase 
(Figure 58 starting point on the right side). For 
more elaborate innovative products, the R&D 
process consists of five phases: R&D start 
phase, R&D design phase, R&D concept phase, 
Tooling phase, and 0-series phase (Figure 58 
starting point on the left side).  
 
The current R&D process does not focus on the 
implementation of ecological sustainability. 
The certification for, among other things, SKG 
during the tooling phase brings quality 
requirements which are dominant in the 
current R&D process.  
 
The current R&D process uses input from and 
cooperates with other departments like 
purchasing, stakeholder relations, and external 
production companies.  
The stakeholder relations department (account 
managers) provides customer input, which 
initiates new product development. Purchasing 
is incorporated within the 0-series phase for 
the initial supplier selection. Here the external 
partner company in Asia (a producer selection 
company) provides a preselection of Asian 
producers able to produce the new product. 
Furthermore, they facilitate the final 
translation from design to the production 
process.       
 
 
 

Figure 58 general product development process at Themans 
hang & Sluitwerk BV 
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Current generalized production process  
Themans outsources product manufacturing to direct and indirect suppliers. The suppliers provide 
little information on the specific circumstances of production, for which the specific production 
circumstances are perceived as a black box. As with the product impact of the product portfolio 
section, general statements can be obtained from the products. All products are manufactured 
mainly from virgin aluminium or stainless steel (obtained from partner company Asia), combined 
with multiple small plastic parts. The main metal body means that the raw material extraction 
processes are for all products roughly similar (Figure 59) (Figure 60). Most production is executed 
in Asia, for which its most likely that Australia and China are the raw material suppliers for the 
manufacturers (Table 6).   
 

 

 
 
  

Figure 59 Life cycle inventory production process primary 
aluminium (International Aluminium Institute, 2003) 

Figure 60 iron ore to steel and stainless-steel production 
(Terry Norgate et al., 2006) 
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Table 6 Top 5 iron ore and bauxite producing countries 

Top 5 Iron ore production countries (R. J. 
Holmes et al., 2015) 

Top 5 Bauxite production countries (Hobart M. 
King) 

1. Australia  1. Australia  

2. Brazil  2. China  

3. Russia  3. Brazil  

4. China  4. India  

5. India  5. Guinea 

 
Specific manufacturing processes depend on product characteristics. However, Themans product 
portfolio contains products with a similar manufacturing process (Table 7). The door fittings 
generate the most profit for the company. A more specific example of an aluminium door fitting 
product (product code;  5001906617) and a stainless steel door fitting product (product code; 
5201101100)  are therefore shown in (Figure 59& Table 8) and (Figure 60 & Table 9). 
 
 
Table 7 Production processes related to Themans product portfolio (verified by designers and production partner) 

Manufacturing processes  Finishing processes  
Cutting  Polishing  
Gravity Casting  Anodising (Anodiseren/ verzinken)  
Stamping  Lasered the logo 
Milling  Electrolysation (plated, blue galvanize, yellow 

galvanize 
Drilling  Sandblasting 
lathing the slot of circlip Powder coating 
Stamping   
Extruded   
Tapping  
Injection moulding  
Punched   
Injection moulding 
 

 

Welding  
Turning  
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Table 8 Production process door fitting product 5001906617 (verified by production partner in Asia) 

Aluminium product 5001906617 
 Shield Handle/Knob 

Process 1 Cutting profile into the 
length for machining  
 

 

Gravity casting of the handle 

 
 

Process 2  Stamping the two round 
ends (R16.5) if it is a round 
shield 
 

 

Cut away the pouring head  
 

 

Process 3 Mill the holes 
 

 

Drilling the hole and lathing the slot of 
the circlip 
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Process 4 Stamping the two ribs of 
the handle hole

  

Stamping the hole of the spindle  

 

Process 5 Stamping the batch 
Number on the back 
 

 

 

Process 6 Polishing  Polishing  
Process 7 Sandblasting Sandblasting 
Process 8 Anodising  Anodising  
Process 9 Assembly  Assembly  
Process 10 Packing Packing 

 
 
Table 9 production process stainless steel door fitting product 5201101100 (verified by production partner in Asia) 

Stainless steel product 5201101100 
 Bush  Handlebar 
Process 1 Cutting and milling the end 

connection with the 
handlebar and drilling the 
fixation screw hole  

Cutting into the length 

Process 2  Welding plate to the end 
of the connection 

 

Welding the two ends  

Process 3 Welding coupling to the 
other end of the bush 

Make screw hole with hot 
flow drilling 

Process 4 Polishing  Polishing  
Process 7 Assembly  Assembly  
Process 8 Packing Packing 
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Packaging process upstream  
The use phases of the packaging are (manufacturing, transport, warehouse, transport, retail, 
transport, and use). The packaging is introduced at the end of the product manufacturing phase, 
creating the product packaging system which enters the Themans warehouse. Multiple layers of 
packaging are at play in the current product packaging combination. Transport from suppliers 
provides product packaging combinations in bulk (with secondary and tertiary packaging) or 
individually packaged (in primary, secondary, and tertiary packaging), depending on the purpose of 
the part (aesthetic of pure functional) (Figure 61). Due to current supply chain problems and 
increased energy costs, cost-focused efficiency initiatives are seen from the Asian suppliers, 
providing less air transportation and increasing the number of products within a sea container 
transport packaging. 
 

 
However, the current product-packaging combination shows an unstructured packaging policy, 
where products are packaged in various primary packaging systems (Figure 62). The primary 
packaging uses a combination of cardboard and plastics to protect the product from structure 
collapse during transport and scratches.   
 

 
 

Figure 61 primary, secondary (bulk), tertiary packaging provided by suppliers Themans 

Figure 62 Different product packaging combinations for comparable products 
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Packaging process down-stream  
The warehouse employees at Themans transform, depending on the demand, the packaging of the 
products. Additionally, products from the assembly line are packaged before transport to 
customers.  The product packaging use scenarios differ widely within the customer group. Obtained 
from build-sector customers, waste streams are produced due to the amount of additional 
protective plastic layers. The warehouse employees are looking for better solutions to improve the 
packaging systems. A previous master thesis assignment created a packaging system per door. 
Unfortunately the customer could not cope with the packaging alternation.     
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current purchasing process 
The inclusion of two own designed brands in 2006 changed the supply chain and Themans' role 
within the supply chain. Suppliers would provide a complete designed and produced product in the 
original situation. The new situation creates additions to the supply chain in which the products are 
designed by Themans and produced by multiple suppliers. The current combined supply chain 
contains different routes depending on the product (Figure 63). The supply chain overview shows 
six chains: producer, middleman, Themans, direct customer, indirect customer, and user. The 
division between direct and indirect customers derives from the two customer types: a platform 
(metal retailer platform) and the timber industry. The platform provides an additional link between 
Themans and its products user.  
 

 
Figure 63 overview of the current supply chain of Themans and product movement among the supply chain 

 
Using a simplified view of the supply chain allows for distinguishing four supply chain routes:  

• the External brands 
• the OEMs producer 
• the OEMs Themans and Themans products produced in Asia  
• the OEMs Themans and Themans products not produced in Asia  

All supply chains exist out of: The producer, Themans, Direct and Indirect customers, The user, and 
transportation companies linking the links of the supply chain, except the in Asia produced 
products, which include an additional middle man chain.  
The products designed by Themans provide more authority to Themans within its supply chain than 
dealership products.  
 
In line with the four supply chain routes, alternations occur in the current supplier selection 
procedure (Figure 64). The supplier selection procedure overview applies to the time frame before 
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the COVID-19 pandemic when travelling toward suppliers was physically possible. The figure shows 
the current focus on quality criteria within the selection procedure of all products.  

 
Figure 64 Supplier selection procedures at Themans 

Assembly 
Themans focuses on flexible manufacturing service, which strives to finalize the final state of the 
products to the end of the manufacturing line. The addition of the internal assembly line 
contributes to flexibility by shifting the final product form within the company. The assembly line 
provides jobs to employees with a distance from the labour market.  
The newness and capacity of the assembly line make for a small in-house percentage of assembled 
products. For example, Mounting kit assemblies, door handle combinations, a specific product line 
and OEM packaging. The assembly line provides opportunities due to the company's increased 
authority in manufacturing and packaging.  
It also provides challenges concerning the increased logistic complexity, where incorrectly 
manufactured parts obstruct the assembly of products and could decrease service. 
 
Transport  
The current type of transportation upstream Themans’ supply chain exists out of truck-, boat- and 
when essential aeroplane transport. The downstream transport uses trucks to transport the 
products to the customers.    
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Appendix 13) Legislation, Norms & Standards analysis  
Themans provides products dominantly to the Dutch market, but also the European market. 
Providing to both markets requires the company to comply with Dutch and European regulations. 
The authorities set the context in which Themans is allowed to operate.  
 
Applicable European legislation door fitting products: 

• Quality and safety legislation: The construction products directive (Construction Products 
Directive 89/106/EEC: CPD)  

• Quality and safety legislation: The construction products regulation (Construction Products 
Regulation 305/2011/EU CPR) 

• Norm EN-1906:2012  
• Corporate sustainability due diligence directive (CSDD) (Justice and Consumers, 2022): An 

European directive proposal which will make the selling corporations of products and 
services within Europe responsible for violations of human rights within their production 
supply chain and environmental damage done due to the production of the products or 
services. It further states that corporations should do everything within their capabilities to 
prevent human rights violations and environmental damage in producing products or 
services. The directive intends to implement the directive first for Large multinational 
corporations. However, SMEs could also be included depending on their influence within 
their supply chain.  

Applicable Dutch legislation door fitting products: 
• Bouwbesluit 2012 (Minister voor Wonen en Rijksdienst, 2011a) states directives from 

multiple angles: …., safety, health, usability and chapter 5 states Technical build directive 
from the point of energy- and environmental sustainability:  

o (Minister voor Wonen en Rijksdienst, 2011b) States that a newly built house should 
be delivered almost energy-neutral, which some stated exceptions for specific 
buildings. However, This implies that door fitting products should contribute to the 
energy-neutral claim.    

o (Minister voor Wonen en Rijksdienst, 2011c) States that the materials used for 
building a new house should provide a limited impact on the environment.  

o (Minister voor Wonen en Rijksdienst, 2019) States that a user function should have 
a maximum environment score of 0,8 on the “Bepalingsmethode Milieuprestatie 
Gebouwen en GWW-werken”, which is based on (NEN, 2019). The calculation 
applies to the complete building. Based on the life cycle time of the building and 
based on the life cycle steps stated within (NEN, 2019), the impact of the building 
is scored. 

• Door fittings: EN-1906 
• Anti-panic fitting EN-179 and EN-1125 
• (Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken, 2019) “wet zorgplicht kinderarbeid” states that a law 

is initiated that forces corporations in the Netherlands that sell products and services to do 
everything within their capabilities to prevent producing products or services by child 
labour.  

As an extension of legislation, corporations have market standards to guide corporate actions. The 
standards are not compulsory. However, they are often required by customers to ensure quality. 
Standards like ISO norms 26000, 14001, and 9001 (ISO, 2015) (concerning sustainability, employee 
safety& health) are highly used by companies.  
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For circular economy: Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) is increasingly used within the 
transition governance within holland and Europe towards a circular economy (A. Dimitropoulos et 
al., 2021). Here future legislation could insist that suppliers include an EPR report on all their 
products.   
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Appendix 14) Market analysis, sustainability focussed  
Themans is active in the B2B door fitting market, specialising in door manufacturers and metal retail 
customers. Here they provide products at the top of the low-segment of the market. This segment 
of the market is highly cost-price and quality-mark oriented. The driving quality marks are CE, SKG-
IKOB, and KOMO. These certificate providers test the products on their resilience to theft initiatives 
concerned with destroying the product. There are more and more quality marks for security and 
sustainability (cradle to cradle, ISO, GRI). When a quality mark is demanded by a large group of 
customers or when a large group of competitors applies it, the power of the mark grows. Within 
the current market, SKG is the dominant certificate for security. For sustainability, no dominant 
certificate is found within the market.   
 
The potential shift of competitors towards sustainable development could influence the success 
and market share of Themans. The competitors have no direct power or influence on the actions of 
Themans. However, indirectly they can influence market trends and competitor actions. Therefore, 
the current state of competitors concerning their sustainability certificates and actions is 
researched to find possible trends (Figure 65).  
 
Competitor data is obtained via the industry organisation VHS (Vereniging fabrieken van Hang- en 
Sluitwerk) within the Netherlands since almost all competitors are participants of the industry 
organisation. Additionally, competitors are obtained from the largest customer metal retail 
website. Data from competitors’ appliance of sustainability quality marks and incorporation within 
the competitor's company is obtained from their websites and annual reports. 
 
Among the competitors, little attention to sustainability is observed in marketing. Competitors 
showing interest in sustainability certificates focus on ISO (14001 and 9001) and cradle-to-cradle. 
Furthermore, competitors state the SDG of the UN as a lead in the sustainability strategy.  
 

 
Figure 65 Sustainability certificates and actions of competitors (competitors obtained from industry organisation VHS 
(Vereniging fabrieken van Hang- en Sluitwerk) participants, competitor data obtained from the competitors’ website) 
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Appendix 15) SWOT Analysis  

The SWOT analysis could be used for strategy formulation, aiming at how to improve the 
utilisation of the company’s strengths and opportunities and how to minimise the weaknesses 
and threats for the company. The SWOT analysis can also be used as bottom-up input for 
formulating the vision and mission statement. Although the vision and mission statement might 
not be formulated yet, internal characteristics (strengths and weaknesses) of the company and 
external characteristics (threats and opportunities) can provide insight into the mission and vision 
of the company.  
Internal characteristics are characteristics like price and quality. External characteristics are 
characteristics obtained from the market and customers.  
 
A brainstorming meeting on all aspects of the SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 
threats) was executed, providing the following overview.  
 

 
Figure 66 SWOT analysis Themans 
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Appendix 16) Workshop outcomes vision, mission, core values, 
Mission statements  

1. “To deliver flexible and sustainable door fitting products, specialised to facilitate the needs 
of the processing industry.” 

2. “S2 should inspire processing partners and contractors/builders to build sustainably by 
providing innovative product solutions, high in quality securing the safety of the product.”  

 

Figure 67 Generated individual mission statements Themans workshop 

 

Figure 68 Formulation of a single mission statement combining the inputs of the participants of the workshop 
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Vision statements 
1. “Make S2 the earth's friendliest supplier of safe & secure door fittings.” 
2. “To deliver innovative and sustainable complete door fittings solutions for the Dutch 

processing industry.” 
3. “Make S2 one of the first providers of sustainable home-safety solutions in the European 

new-house and renovation market.”     

 
Figure 69 Generated individual vision statements Themans workshop  

 

 
Figure 70 Formulation of a single vision statement combining the inputs of the participants of the workshop 
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Core values  

 
Figure 71 Generated core values for the company 

 

1. Honest 
2. Fun  
3. Respect 
4. Flexible  
5. Informal  
6. Inspiring  

7. Trustworthy  
8. Human-friendly 

production 
9. Inclusive  
10. Flat power 

structure  

11. To think with  
12. Innovative  
13. Future-oriented 
14. Pessimistic 

(participant 
thought the 
current core 
values were asked) 

15. Focussed on doing 
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Appendix 17) Brainstorming session ‘mission and vision translation to corporate 
success goals and indicators 
This appendix provides an overview of the brainstorming session mission and vision translation to 
corporate success goals and indicators, based on the top-down approach (Figure 72). First, the 
assignment slides are shown. Second the results are shown (answers are in Dutch).  
 

 
Figure 72 top-down translation from mission and vision toward indicators 

Presentation slides and brainstorm guide. 
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Brainstorm results 

 
Figure 73 Overview of translation of mission and vision statement to sub goals and indicators 
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Figure 74 Overview of translation of mission and vision statement to sub goals and indicators 
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Figure 75 Overview of translation of mission and vision statement to sub goals and indicators 
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Figure 76 Overview of translation of mission and vision statement to sub goals and indicators 
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Figure 77 snapshot of group brainstorm process translating mission and vision to sub-goals and indicators workshop 
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Appendix 18) Brainstorming session: Action generation session 
This appendix provides an overview of the first action generation brainstorming session. The overall 
list of generated actions is provided in the prioritisation model (M.G. Hoevenagel, 2022b). The 
second action generation brainstorming session is excluded, since this session was based on a 
“snowball e-mail”. Due to time limitations of the employees this individual brainstorming technique 
was used to facilitate more actions in their own time. The results are in Dutch.  
 
Results brainstorming session 
 

 
Figure 78  Overview Action generation brainstorming session one 
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Figure 79   Overview Action generation brainstorming session one 

 
Figure 80   Overview Action generation brainstorming session one 
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Figure 81  Overview Action generation brainstorming session one 

 
 
Overview of the actions in English:  
making Themans products circular, - making the CET fully recyclable,- sustainable 
procurement, - making product portfolio more lean for saving triple work, - using less new 
raw materials, - recycled materials fittings line, - energy-neutral office/premises, - more 
efficient packaging, - more efficient transport, - more insight into people in the production 
chain, - draw up code of conduct - modular design - design for maintenance and repair - 
test whether refurbishing offers profitable options - develop return flow and de-assembly 
line - simplify product portfolio - investigate how to buy recycled materials - generate more 
contact with supply chain partners - insulate building better - add solar panels - install 
neutral air conditioning - reduce transport between production steps - arrange bulk 
transport from China - design more efficient packaging - set up additional assembly capacity 
- analyse current packaging  
 
Not all actions could be used, due to incorrect formulation of the actions.  
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